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DEMJGRAPHIC TRENDS AP'FliCI'mG

THE FtmJRE LAa)R. FOICE

Karl E. Taeuber*

A. Preview and Principal Conclusions

.. r..;.: .

Manpc:M!r projecticns are infonted guesses about the future. '!be

tYPical basic projectioo is constrlX:ted by assuming tllat recent trends

will continue into the futu1:e. If the projection reveals certain

errerging .problems, a policy process may be initiated. An effort "will

~ made to alter one or nore of the assurrptions underlying the .
. .

projection. If the policy inte.rventioo is su::cessful, the original

projectien will not be realized. Deliberate "falsificaticm" of

projecticns is the very puzpose of the enterprise. Projections are aIf
early waming system that, b'.f alerting us to dangers and oonseqwlCeS,

helps us foresee and, it is to be hoped, avoid or mitigate problems.

Projecficns are a tool to assist policy !iakers to intervene'in an

effort to create a better future.

Innmerable governn-ental policies affect laJ:dr force behavior,. .

am these p:>licies form only part of the ccnplex mixture of social

and eo:>ranic forces that influence rtanpcM'er. Not all of these forces

are known and understood, nest are subject to rapid and often

surprising change, and few can be projected with oonfidence into the

future. R:.> single manpower projection can serve the need for continuing

assessrcent of whither 'We are headed. No single manpower projection can
.' .

serve the need for careful assessnent of the likely i.rrq;>act of the nany

alternative p::>licies tllat might be adopted.

'!he p:>licy analyst has an interest rot only in a basic "continuation

of current trends" projectioo, but in various special-purpose

projections. To the policy analyst, a projection is not an tmconditiooal

forecast of what will happen, but an indicator of what may happen given

*Professor Taeuber is at present Professor of Sociology and Fellow,

InStitute for Research on Poverty, university of Wisconsin.
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certain ccmdi.tioos or assmptions. Projectims nay be designed to

iIxlicate the likely. consequences of various contanplated actions,

such as a revisicn in the SOCial security reti.renent age.

PxojectialS may be designai to indicate the likely oonsequences of

various possible future events or changes in trend, such' as a 'marked

increase in the birthrate. The policy analyst needs an array of

alternative projecticns.

'1he need of the policy analyst for Imlltiple alternative projections

cxnfli.cts with the need of the policy analyst, the government generally,

ani the public for a single best forecast of the future. '!be public

enChantment ·withforecasts often partakes ofa ,magic21. entertainment,

as in predictions of new technology (a helicopter in every garage),

am. nany round nunbers assume a life of t1eir own, whatever t.~

character of the projectioo that spewed them forth (300 million

ADericans by the year 2000i 100 milllen in the labor farce by 1980).

SqiUsticatai policy analysts and social scientists are not:i.mmme '

to the lure of taking projections as gospel. '!he nest fam::ros

demogra];ilic case in point is the baby boan of 1946-66 that disrupted

,politLcal planning for a declining population. A new twist is the '

persis~t concern with rapid u.s. populatioo growth in the face 'of

a birthrate that has dropped to subreplacanent levels below those

observed in the 1930s.

Beyord the intrinsic fascination of bold forecasts, there is

'gen~ need far a generally shared basic population and nanpower

projectien. The government cannot afford to have each agency and

program utilize its CMn Imlltiple sets of altemative projections. {j

If the various <::CllTp:)nents of ecoIDnic policy are to be consistent,

'tb:>se agencies that make aggregate economic forecasts should all

share certain camon assunptions ·about .population and labor force.

PJ:Ojections of new housing starts (basaiin part on projections of

---'---
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new household foxmatial) should be CCIlSistent with projecticms of

family fonnatial, marriage rates, fertility, educational needs, the

dema.ndfor day-care faCilities, and the nunbar of 'worren who will be

seeking work. certain shared assurrptions axe' essential if the varied

camuJlu:ty planners ate to flmctioo with am:i.nimal ~egree of hantDny. '

'1be need for a consistent set of"projectiaris of future r:opulatioo

~ manpower has not led to an appropri;ately high degree of consistency

in the reproductive and work behavior of Americans. Every few years

since World war II, the Bureau of the Census has made a new set of

projectialS of birthrates, and every tine they have done so, the actual

b~ates in the next few years have risen, far above or have fallen

far below the assunptions. Labor force behavior, particularly the

continuing rise in female labor force participation, has similarly

failed to confonn to projecticns even for three or four years into the

future. Such unpredictability in h~ behavior calls into questicm

the validity of any single projectim, but r=aradoxically renders it. '

all the ncre necessazy to try to anticipate the future. Recent

experience tells us to expect major change. lJ:b assume that the future

will repeat the recent past is often the nnst fallible projection of

all.

N:> matter how quixotic t11e quest, the search for better

projectiCl'lS must be mad~. '!his report~ cxmnissio.nec;l. as a review,
. -" . ','

first, of recent population and manp::lWer projections; second, of heM

well they take into account certain unexpected shifts in denographic,

social, and economic behavior; and third, of heM well the p3.rticular

circumstances, trends, and problems of the nation's major minority

groups have been brought into the purview of the projection process.

'1bi.s report waS not designed to be a review of the organization

or managerrent of manpJWer prograns, nor of the Bureau of Labor
",

Statistics (BLS), which is responsible for manpower projecticns. 'But
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in the course of reviewing current~ projections, it becane

apparent thatnaldng projections is a sporadic activity receiving only

limited support within the federal government. 'lhis is not a

criticism of the quality or perfonnance of the BLS staff responsible

for the projections. '!he statistical_Qesign of the official

projections is so};i1isticated, and the published projections, past and

current, are professiOOally and OOIIpetently executed. The problan is

not a lack of expertise, but a paucity of time, resources, and

personnel devoted to the task. In nore fund.aITental terms, the entire

effort of man~r projectims is IlUlCh too narrowly conceived.

'!be nar.r:owness of the effort is apparent in two :fundarce1tal

'a8pectS: ,first, at o~ the effort is expemed on the production of

a single best forecast. To the chagrin of forecasters and other

seers and to the delight of the human spirit, the future cannot be

foretold. In the literature.on organizational managerrent and

pxogram administratiOl, older and sinpler nodelsof rational forecasting

and interventiOl have given ~y to nore c:x:mplex m:x:lels of contingency

planning for multiple altemative futures. No single nari~

projectiO'l, no matter how careful and sophisticated, can lay claim to
much oonfidence that it p.:>rtrays the future path. Policies need to be

adjusted to changing circumstances, and so do projections. 'Ibe

activity of projection should be oontinuous and it shoold be focused

a'l the delineation of multiple alternatives. '!he alternatives should

represent varying perspectives on what is likely to happen and on

what may happen as the result of various deliberate policy interventions.

'lhe narrowness of the. current national manpower projection effort

is apparent in a second fundartental aspect. There is no closely ",

articulated-continuing research effort. '!he execution of a single

manpower projec'l:ion requires making a large number of assUlTptions about

derrographic trends---fertility" IIOrtality, migration--and 'about labor

force behavior. Each of these trends atld behaviors is, in turn,
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dependent upon other assunptions. Trends in the labor force behavior

of young WOIIel'l, for exarrple, depend upon asstmptions about birthrates,

college attendance, marriage age, reprodu::tive behavior outside of

marriage, wage rates for th:::>se who do obtain jobs, and so forth.

Dalographic and nan~ trends are intertwined with nore general
s9Cial and econanic trends. The manpower projector cannot solve all

the problems of social science in tmraveling this ccmplex web, but

should have the auxiliary research resouces to trace out the IIOSt

i.rrp:>rtant strands, to identify what is knoim and what is not known

al::out tne oonsistency anong asstll'ptions, and to ascertain the principal

indirect effects of each assumad trend or oon:1itian.

'!hese general conclusions about the projectioo process emerged

from the various specific tasks undertaken ~or this report. M:>re

specific conclusions alx)Ut denographic trends, rnaIlpc:Mer trerids, and

. projecticns are contained in the separate sections. SOre of ·these

oonclusicns are sunmarized her~ as a preview of the report•

.'!he man};OWer projecticns prepared by the Bureau of Iabor

Statistics are derived by applying assuned future labor force

participatioo rates to population projections. '!be character of the

fX)pulatioo projections issued by the Bureau of the Census is reviewed

in sectioo B. '!he fallability of the official population projectioos,

menticned above, is noted in nore detail. M:>st denographers

acknowledge the fact that we have not done very well at predicting

fertility trends,. but accept the Census Bureau's view that we do not

need to pay much attentioo to the other canponents of dem::>graphic

chaD3"e, nortality and .i.nmigraticn.

There is reason to question whether the trend of nortality will

continue to be a srrooth, slow, downward trend. The conquest of

cancer, toward which the nation invests nany billions of oollars

annually,~uldhave an impact (surprisingly small) on life expectancy

and also (surprisingly large) on the character anc1 burden of other
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illnesses and health care, en disabilityan:i retirerrent programs,
, ' ,

and on other aspects of ~ial policy. r.the occurrence of a new
influenza epidemic or It¥sterious "Legiormaire" disease could also

wreak havoc. with projecticns of SlroOth rrortality trends. In

den1:>graphic projections as in m:tt1p6wer projections, nearly all the

effort has been devoted to d~e~t of a single best,l?rojection.

~ternatives are' of so little interest that the imagination is

reined in and the possibility of planning or preparing for the

unusual is given short shrift.

'!be same failure to accept our inability to foresee the future

is apparent with respect to imnigration. With the recent drop in
"

fertility, net imnigratioo has cane to represent a substantial.

portion of total national populatioo growth. 'TO asSl.Ilre that net
, .

i.nrn:i.gratim will continue indefinitely at 400,000 per year may be

. the best single guess, but it flies. in the face of our knowlege of

the 1975 influx of Viet:narrese refugees and the likelihood of further

changes .in inmigraticn laws and trends. Imnigrants, whether frail

Vietnam, Cuba, Hungary, Jamaica, or the Philippines, pose special

issues for manpower policy, and by concentrating on the best single.

projection of the future, attention is directed away fran the fact

that special issues are a recurring event.

The ~gratioo of persons across the border bebreen the united

States and Mexico has been of enornbus ca'lcem to agricultural am
urban manpciwer policy for generations. '!he sad fact about recent

m:wement across this border is that rio one knows its magnitude.. ,

Many knowledgeable persons believe that there are several millioo
""'-illegal aliens living and working in the united States. Neither

the Census Buxeau projections nor the derivative manpower projections

~e this into account. The effect. on national aggregate data is

sizable. '!he effect on projectioos of the Mexi.ean-Arrerican minority

is to render the projections exceedingly ~liable.
. .

,
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Guessing the future course of fertility fonns the subject of
sectioo c. The trend in the birthrate is the principal reason that-"-' ."

the United States work force has a very peculiar age structure. ''1he'

large numbers of persons bom during the baby boom are row teenagers"

and yotmg adults, placing derrands on the econ::>Il!{ for very large
mmbers of entry-level jobs~'lWentyyears fran rr:M, the bulge will ,.:-;:.:.::-.,

be in the pr:i.ne working ages, and in another 20 years the ecorri'qy may' ~'- ' .

be faced with shrinking nl.Dlll:ers of workers simultaneously with rapid: ~.; :.::'~ ::--~'

expansion in pensioners. Future trends in fertility will determine .. '-:i':::;'
..

whether the aggregate work force expands or contracts, and whether
-.- .

there will again be sharp irregularities in age structure causing
shifting burdens on enployrnent policy. . ..."_.,.

Alternative projectiq'lS have been likened to a horse race, and"; ---~-::: ,-,

the selection of a best forecast to picking the winner (Johnston, 1973);'"'
•.• •• - - +::t>

'nle census Bureau's latest population projection feat~es three .
. ~

IlDtmts. Replacerrent level fertility (2.1 children pe;r wal'ian) is clearly'"
..... ..

their favorite. A ncdest baby boom (2.7 children per \Otlim) is the .....

pick of tOOse who see pronatalism as built into American values, the

tax strooture, and a return of prosperity. .'llie third horse, sustained

subreplacenent fertility (1.7 children per \Otlim), is a virtual

unknown in world histo:ry, yet this handicapper sees a number of reasons

to make this the potential winner. If a late entJ:y could be accepted

in the sweepstakes, a cross between 2.1 and 1. 7 would get this reviewer's

nod.
'!he choice of a favorite in the fertility sweepstakes is closely

related to the choice of a favorite in the related event, the femal~

labor force participation futurity. Further increrrents in the share

of single w:Jm2n and of nothers wtx:> seek errployment are nore carpatible

with low fertility than with sharply increased childbearing.

In section D. attenticn is turned away fran the national sweePstakes

to a series of separate events of special inp:>rtance in sene regions

and localities. . The future fertility of blacks and of ~can-Arnericans

,."..•.
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is reviewed in thee:xmtext of racial and ethnic .trends in family life,

social status, and economic circumstances. AnDng black .Anericans,

a low fertility regime has been established. Tm raging debate in

the social sciences over the history, strengths, weaknesses, and

futuze of the black family cannot be r~solved by a delt>graJ.ili.c

perspective. But t.heevidence of successful rational family planning

anong YOmlg black '«!len suggests enonrous change in the last decade.

A lessening of the heavy burdens of child care on black families,

whether or not the father lives in the household, may be expected in

the future. 'lh:i.s may facilitate the maintenance of a high labor

.' . force participatioo bY black \Glen,' reduce the dependency on welfare..
and public assistance, and ilTq;>rove the ability of the family to provide

for its neni:lers and to invest in its children's future. A derrogra];i1i.c

:.:perspective clearly indicates that black families display a

:-,~anarkable resilience in the effort to oo~ with unfavorable

circumstances. '!he biggest question narks for the future of black

,family and employnent patterns seem to be econanic, not dercographic.

_.... ~an-.Anericansparticipated in the rapid adoption of new

'_:methods of contraceptioo and in the sharp fertility declines

-'::d1aracteristic of other groups in ~ last decade, but ccntinue to

::<have higher fertility than either Anglos or blacks. Unfortunately,

::neither our birth registration system nor our elaborate system of

.' ·national popUlation surveys produces continuing current infonnation

.' ·on Mexican-Arrericans in sufficient depth am detail for an analysis

·of tren:1s in family and fertility. Such indicators as are available

are reIXiered of less utility by the question of uncounted iInnigration.

'Ihe .data suffice to show that fertility arrong Mexican-.Anericans may

be' characterized as high only in contrast to the remarkably low

fertility of Anglos. Mexican-AIrericans share in the general Arrerican

-.::-patt:ern of a nu::::lear snaIl fami.ly system. To fonnulate sensible

projections of the future of family .. pattems and fertility. for this

./
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grOlP would require not only a better data .base but also a research

program.

A set of p:>pulation projectionS is translated into a set of

,manpower projections by applying a set of projected labor force

participaticm. rates. Sorre of the issues involved in projecting

participation rates are reviewed in section E. Although inportant

questions nay be raised about the BLS projections' of participatioo

rates for man, the social and economic trends that affect labor force

entry and retirenent are not closely linked to the kinds of
, I

derrographic trends reviewed in this report. For 'WOleIl, participation

in the labor force is carrm:>n but far fran universal at all adult "

ages below 65, and the projection of future trends is linked to

assumptions about family and fertility trends. The technique used by

BIS to extrapolate past trends produces estimates ,of future fanale

labor force participation that are not mrr~le fOr ~ next - "-'..

decade or so, but that are not well-grounded in a.base of previous

research about the character and detenninants of those trends. '!be' ~.

census Bureau's fertility PIiOjectioos are designed within the

"cohort analysis" frarrework that dominates research on fertility,

and this facilitates assesSIOOIlt of the projections, as well as the

preparation of m::xlifications or alternatives. A cohort analysis

franework should also be applied to the female labor force

projections. To do so would require tmdertaki.ng sare background

research, for social scientists have not developed the cohort

perspective on labor force participation to the degree that they have

on fertility.

A similar problem pertains to the labor force projections

. by race. '!be technique used by BI.S to split total projections into·

black and white projections is statistically sophisticated, and. the

short-nm projecticns are probably useful extrapolations. But the
technique, does not pennit any linking of the projected trend to
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existing or potential research on past trerrls am detenninants.

'!hus, the projections are essentially inp:>ssible to evaluate fran

d&'tDgrapuc, sociological, or ec::onanic perspectivas.

No effort has been mde to PJ:9ject labor force trends far

Mexican-Americans or other snal.l minority· graips, despite the p:>licy

focus on the particular ci.l:cuItstances cxmfronting such groups and

the speCial programs designed to aid them. No projection effort

lO11d be worthwhile l.m1ess aCCOIIpaIlied by substantial invest:nent

in new data collecticn and research.

~'lbe distribution;of residences and of enployment am:mg cities,

~, and l1OI'JIl'etropolitan territo:r:y fo:r:ms the subject of section F.
, ,-

No specific projections are offered or reviewed, but three general

~i~ ·are discussed as backgrourrl to a projection of future

~r distributicn am associated policy issues.

- "An large-scale migration trends eventually care to an end.

TJ::ends in subutbanizaticn, particularly since 1970, are examined to

.ucertai.n ~ther this mass migration has largely run its course.

The answer is N:). central city populaticn loss has spread fran the

laxgest cities to tm next largest, am a general slO\\U.CMll in

metropolitan growth has not altered the net flow from cities to

suburbs. The grc:M1:h of \\Orkplaces in the suburbs continues.

SUburban growth outpaces city growth eVl.=tl for such flmctions as have

been thought to be particularly suited to central business districts:

finance, business and professional services, and public admi.ni.stration..

'!be black population, largely exclu:1ed from the new suburbia of the

20th centu:r:y, has recently shown a rapid upturn in suburbanization.

'lhis process bears close watching to see if there is any lessening

of the·highly _segregated racial residential patterns up to now

prevailing in suburbs as well as central cities, and to ascertain if

the naticn' s large central cities are beginning to experience a

15·
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·..:... ....,;. . . .._'.' _. '~/" ., _. ~---_. ~ tw,.

"black flight" or carparable character to the better known "white

flight. n All of these indicators suggest that the xronentum of

suburban growth may yet be increasing. The urban and rretropolitan

crises will remain in the forefront of domestic policy issues for

the foreseeable futUl:e.

Has the decentralization at errployment opportunities had

adverSe effects o~ the ecxmomic well-being of central city workers,

particularly the minority poor whose residential choice has been so

tightly constrained? A review of evidence on the job/residence.

mismatch is supportive of the need for IIanfX'Wer policy analysts to

consider these issues. Black man who live a.rxi work in the suburbs

or who ccmm.lte fran city to subw:bs have higher earnings than those

wID live and \\Urk in central cities. Central city :residence seems

to l1aIrQ?er eamings. Black~ and youth -are probably nore

severely handicapped by the job/residence mismatch, far long-di.staIx:e

COOltnlting especially i.npedes the flow of infonnation al:x>ut vacancies

and lilt)its the chances of obtaining and holding part-time or low-wage

errpl.oynent. M:mitoring of trends in migration of persons and ·of

jobs thus beoanes essential to the forrmllation of civil rights

aspects of nan~r policy, whether that policy takes the farm of

targeting firms for equal errployment coopliance review, of lending

Departnent of Iabor support to residential desegregation efforts ,

of strengthening anployment services, or of other actions.

The final part of section F reports on the recent subsidence
r

of rretropolitan growth and the nonrretropolitan tumaromlCl•. 'l11e

centuries-long net migration from countryside to netropolis appear$

finally to have run its course. A review of the post-l970 evidence

for this fundaIrental change in population redistribution pattems

leads into. brief cc:mrent on the need for attention to the shifting

geographic locus of ];X)pulation and enploynent. Forner policies--area _



redevelopnent, growth centers, and so forth-cannot suffice in the

face of rapid denographic and economic change.

In section a, the various carrrents fran preceding sections on

the uses am limits of existing projections are brought tOgether

and a perspective is developed on how the projectioo process should

be organized. If projectioos are to have serious value in policy

analysis, fai:mulatioo, implarentatian, and evaluation, a serious

fiscal ano. ItElI')agerial camn:tnent is essential. An apolitical

technical office must be givell continuing responsibility for

preparing multiple altemative projections. '!he office must include

sd10lars with diverse backgrounds in the social sciences as well as ..

teChnical training in derrographic and econonetric netl'xxls. The

oxganizational structure must provide opportunity for the projectors

toassune an active role in policy analysis, and for policy analysis

to assure a dynamic role in policy fontDJ1ation'and evaluation.

Projecticn is a nethod of great value to basic and applied

research. If its full value i.s to be realized, added resources and

prq>er organizatioo are necessarj but insufficient. 'lb technique

and sch:>l~shipmust be joined vision and imagination.
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B. A Perspective on fOP!¥ation and Manpower Projections

De!tographers are the high priests of social fOrecasting, for what

is so unchanging as the succession of the generations? Has not death

itself by statistical legerdemain been rendered into such a .~ and

predictable event that the multi-billion-doU;ar life insurance industry

can bet against ~th and win as regularly as the casinos in Las Vegas?

can we nc::M, then, 'read the denographic future, with confidence? Alas,

who knc:Ms better than derrographers themselves the fallibility of seers?

was any profession ever rrore confident of its forecasts than

. den"ographers in the 1930s and 1940s were that the u.s. population was

nearing its peak-about 150 million-and would soon' embark .upon a

prolonged period of decline?

In the policy sciences as in the political arts generally, past

failures carry less weight than future promises. '!he fOrrmllation of '.'

policy is iIrbuai \nth hope, and in this era of raticnalism one hope

is that scientific forecasting' and planning can make the eJCerCise of

choice m::>re effectiva.

Projections of the future labor foxce are essential to the .

fonnulation of nanpower policy. Labor force projections are based

very intirrate1yon population projections. 'lbe population projectioo

debacle caused by the baby boom three decades ago led not to the

abandoIl1l'eIlt of efforts to forecast but to the deve10f!Tlel1t of new

techniques and new language. The new tecimiques--particular1y cohort

analysis-are indeed powerful and helpful, but the new

1anguage--"projecticns" and "scenarios" rather than "forecasts'" and

"predictioos"--is often silrp1y cosmetic. Population forecasts, no

matter how prettily bedecked and smartly done, ranain fallen idols.

same years ago, when the Bureau of the Census got into the

business of preparing FCPulation projections on a regular basis, it

devised the now-standard practi,ce of preparing alternate projections,

based on clearly specified assurrptions al:out the future behavior of the
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canponents of };X>pulation change (fertility, nortality, and migration) •

It soon became apparent that when t."le Census Bureau published three

projectims, high, medilml, arrl low, nearly everyone ixrmediately

adopted the nedilml series, and it thereby attained nore "official"

status than the Bureau intended. The intJ:Oducto:ty paragraphs in

subsequent Census ~ureau revisions of its projections were rewritten

to enphasize the necessity for the user to make a cb::>ice arrong

altemate series, based on the purposes to which the projection was to

be put and on an independent assessnelt of the reasonableness of

.. the specific assunptions. '1b enphasize the };X>int, the Bureau began to

puBlish foUr· alternate projections, so that the $i.Irple recourse of

aaopting the middle one was no longer available.

::.-- ::.- In its latest set of population projections the Bureau of the

~. ~ Census (1975: 1; all subsequent citations are to this report except as

:-"2ii6ted) has returned to the practice of providing three main alternates:

:r-a.:-_. -. '!be change to three ••• asSt.:lItptions does not reflect the view
that future };X>pulatim can now be detenni.ned nore accurately
than previously, but rather that the presentation of three
series, along with guidelines for the selection of a series

.._~_ or a projected range, better serves the needs of users.

It is easy to understand the pressures to provide an "official" best

. _projection, bounded by "unlikely" higher and lower alternates. . ('!he

-wo~ "official" and "unlikely" are disclaimed by the Bureau in fine

print, but reflect, I believe, the perceptions of ITDst of the Bureau's

. custaners. Indeed, deep in the methodological text of the 1975

projections, page 21, the middle projection is described as "appearing

at this ti.rce to be a resenable choice.") Were the Bureau to take the

strategy of alternate assumptions even nore seriously, it would find

itself and its custarers inundated with projections. If only three

assurrptions were made about future fertility, three about future

ncrtality,and three about future net imnigration, a set of 27 projections

would result. I believe the major planning agencies cx:>uld be well

/
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served by such inundaticn, even t1Du9h the general consumer of

census reports might find it a waste.

we are in an era in which widespread COI1'pUter technology and

statistical knowledge have made the technique of alternate projectioos

camonplace. we have already experienced several decades of widespread

use of projections, and we know that the ''best'' or "nost likely"

projection chosen at a given t:i.ne has often tumed out only five,

ten, or 20 years later to have been nore in error than were

altemate projectioos earlier perceived as "extrema" or "unlikely."

I detect a general unwillingness to live in this new era. we
can easily project a wide array of futures, and past experience has

shown our inability to pick the "oorrect" alternate fran the arra::t.

Yet we persist with the effort, in the apparent faith that a single"

best projecticn can neat our needs. Denis Johnson (1973:6) recently

set forth six purposes of projectioos, and other purposes cali be

envisaged. Might not distinct purposes require distinct projecticns?

Shouldn't we accept the fact that many futures are plausible and that

we carmot by statistical expertise or social science scholarship

choose the ene that will happen? One governrrental implication of ,the

-' eteJ:na1 predi.caIrent (that the future is Ul'lkrx:Mn) is that we should plan

for nore than one future. Fonnulating, revising, interpreting, ani

acting upon projecticns should be a major enter.prise in each governmental

agency. If we can't win by placing our entire bet on our best guess,

shouldn't we consider the utility of other" betting strategies?

One betting strategy that fits neatly with our ability to devise

alternate projections is to envisage the extremes and plan to avoid

the losses of being caught unaware. I do not believe the three

alternates provided by the census Bureau suffice for such a. strategy.

'lhe cases of nortality and net imnigratioo provide topical examples of
" "

the difficulty. 'lile way the Bureau of the census has arranged to get

by with only three ellternate projections has been tonaka a single
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assunption for nortality (slight reductioo) and a single assumption for

net imnigration (continuance at recent levels and pattems). '!he alternate

futures thus· depend entirely on three alternate assurrptions about fertility.

'ltle IlDrtalityassurrptions are certainly reasonable (pp. 16,25):

1he use of only one set of mortality projections reflects the
relatively .srrall and/or /predictable changes that have occurred
in nortality rates during the ~t decade •••• Projections are
based on the general assumption that there will be no
large-scale war, widespread epidemic, or other major catastro};i1e.

Unfortunately there is no guarantee· that 1:ll9 future course of IlDrtality

will be SltDOthly reasonable. sate years ago when there was a national

furor over the wisdan of "thinking about the tmthinkable," a derrographic

Il'D.IlOgraph was camd.ssioned on the consequences of nuclear war (Heer, 1965).

'!he threat of nuclear ~devastation is rx:>t so renote today that we should

dismiss it even frau our footnotes and appendices. Civil defense has

become a taboo topic, but surely man}?OWer planning must take cognizance

of· certain tmlikely but p:>ssible events that would require quick and

massive alterations in policy and progran. ~ population or

mailPower projection based on any specific catastrophic scenario has a

pexceptible likelihocx1 of realization, but the likelihood of sane such

.Catastrophe is sufficiently above zero that we soould maintain a

cap:lcity for rapid response•

.,_: I have used an extreme exa:aple to etPlasize a simple pOint, that

the 'future is unknown and that we need nUJl.tiple plans. Let ne turn

to mire topical and hence ItOre plausible problems with the Census

nortality assmptions. One of the nost popular spending programs in

the naticn is tl'le search for ''breakthroughs'' in the control of major

chronic diseases. Infant ItOrtality rates, which had rarained steady

for many years, have dropped about one-third in the last 'few years •

we hOpe, work for, and surely expe;::t similar sharp changes in trend

to cx:cur at other life-cycle stages.

/
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It is camon dem::>graphic ~sdan that CX>II'plete eliminatioo of

any single cause of death would have ally a nodest .:inpact al the

average expectatim of life. l~ve.rt.heless,. as the Bureau of the

census (p. 25) itself has noted:

A breakthrough in the control of major chronic diseases oould
lead to substantial reductioos in rrortality rates at the older
ages. If this were to occur, the future p:>pulation of the
United States could be sanewhat largeJrand could have a
significantly older age structure than shCMIl in the projection
series in i;:his report.

'!he oonsequences for SOCial security and pension funds could be great.

A sharp decline in the incidence of one najor disease would have an

i.npa.ct on the incidence of nortality a.z:rl disability fran other

illnesses and ailments. 'lhe direct and indirect consequences of

increased sw:vivorship, decreased marital disrupUcn through

widowhood, inproved health, and so forth, are clearly worth SPecific

° investigation in economic and manpO\Er fo.i:ecasts.

'!he census projectims assune regularity in rrortality t.rends fran

the acute diseases, but irregularity Seems at least as plausible. In

the year of the great swine flu inoculation program and the I1!fsterious

Pennsylvania Legionnaire toxin, it has becorre thinkable that the nation

might eJeFerience an epidemic that would significantly raise rrortality

rates. '!he nanpower effects might be primarily tlDse of short-run

adjustments to lost work-days, but it would be helpful to know what

rnagnittrle of epidemic-induced rccrtality .or long-run disability would be

necessary to have significant consequences for general la1x>r force

projoectims•

'Iile assmnption of oonstant net imnigration is a reasonable rreans

for si.rtplifying the basic set of u.s. population projections, but again °

it s,~ neces~ that a serious manpower forecasting effort consider

certain altematives. '!he Bureau of the Census (1975:27) notes that

a change of plus or minus 25 percent in the future level of annual net
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imnigraticn would have a relatively .sroa11 effect on future population.

In response to current political pressures to cut imnigration sharply,

either for purposes of attaining zero population growth or to redooe

lab:>r supply and unenployment, the Bureau of the Census (p. 31) did

prepare a supplem:mtaJ:y' projection assuming no net imnigration. NJte

that this intnigration assUt1?tion does have a discemible effect on the

population proj~ons•.

In the last two decades there have been fluctuations in inmigration

in response to special programs to accept certain refugees-Hungarians,

Cubans, Vietnanese. '!he volurre and ccxrposition of imnigration also

changed in response to changes in the basic laws governing imnigration.

'1beJ:e is always pressure for change in imnigration laws, and thez:eare
, ,

-always millions of refugees .who might inmigrate to the United States if

pezrni.tted. '!hus the conStancy of the 400,000 figure is qt4te unlikely.

Ariticipation of the man~ consequences of sfecial inmigration programs
~ _.. .
-aId of major changes in the law should be undertaken. In the Census

-series III PJPUlatioo projection (fertility below replacement) , net

~gration of 400,000 Per year will exceed natural incz:ease after 1977•

. ' _. Many imnigrants but no newl:x:>rn enter the labor force .iImediately.

ClearlY,l:abor force projections are affected by plausible alternative

;:·imni.gration assmptions. '!he nunt>er of surviving imnigrants plus their

surviving descendants can grow quite large, and fo;, a given volune of

inlnigration the nurrerical projecticn is quite sensitive to the age and

'sex C01~lflOsition of the ircmigrants and to the fertility rates of the

group. '!hus there is the need to oonsider various possibilities: the

imnigration of older refugees has far different i.rcplications than the

'imnigratioo of young adults just entering the fertile ages.

'!he greatest proolem with the imnigration assurrption is ooncealed

in two Beelldngly minor sentences 'iLl tt~ census B'ureau's description of

procedures (pp. 26-27):

'Ibis figure [400,000] is close to the current annual level
of alien imnigration into the United States and to the average
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armual net civilian imnigration into the United States during
the past decade. Because of the lack of reliable informatim,
recent estimates of net imnigraticm (am by extension, the
projected level of net imnigration) do not include an allowance
either. for aliens entering the United States illegally or for
all emigrants leaving the United States.

'Iheestimated net :imni.gratiCll, a relatively constant 400,000_

annually, is calculated frc:rn records of legal inmigration, Which is

controlled by specific laws, a visa system, an elaborate -enforcement
machinery, and from admittedly i.rrp3rfect estimates of emigration fJ:all

the United states. 'nlus we are left in the dark if we want to koow

how good is the estinate of 400,000 net legal imnigration. History

tellS us that emigratioo of recent imnigrants has often been substantial,

and varies fran year to year. Can we be assured that the inperfections

in estinating emigration are ot little statistical consequence?

An accurate net count of imnigraticm is i.nportaTlt for projecti.ng .

aggregate munbers in the population. But one asPect of rnanpc:Mer plann.i.rq

is assessment of the volurce of new entrants into the labor force. - -_. __

Because the united States does not have good records o£ emigratial, it

does not have good records of the volum; of gross flow accorrp3Ilying

the estimated net influx of 400, OOOimnigrants. '1he projection

rrethodology assigns an age-sex-race oorrp:>.sition to these net inmigrants,

but the text fails to point o~ thc·t a "net imnigrant" is a statistical

concept, not an identifiable PersOn. An inflow of one rnillioo

aceatpanied by an outflow· of 600,000 has different rran~ oonsequences

than an inflow of one-half million accorrpanied by an outflow of 100,000.

emission from the nation's statistical system of soundly based

estimates of illegal inmigration and emigration oompounds the problem.

The principal ftmcticn of the Imnigraticn and Naturalization service

is policing rather than statistical. A recent New York Times story

(July 25, 1976) reports:

....

- I
I
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40,000 to 60,000 a week are believed by the imnigration
authorities ·to make it safely across the border to swell
the officially. estimated eight million illegal~can .
aliens alreao.y in this COl.U1try.

I •

If the estimate of perhaps 50,000 additicnal :i.nmi.grants a week can

be taken to represent a net :i.nmi.graticn figure, the· inplied annual

total of 2.6 million dwarfs the 400,000 figure used in the Census

projecticns. If net illegal irrmigration is· only one-half or even

ore-tenth as large as the cited figure, the Census population

pmjecticns and the correlated nan~r projections are badly flawed.

'!he uncertainty imposed upon national figures by illegal

imnigraticn is far greater when certain populatioo subgroups are

Considered. One of I1¥ tasks in this review of In:inpower projecticns

is to consider blacks and Mexican-origin populations as well as the

national (predominantly mite Anglo) aggregate. According to the
. -
current Population Survey of March, 1975 (U.S. Bureau of the census
1975) ~ there were 6,690,000 persons in the United states of Spanish

origin. It is presumed that nest of the persons responding to

census surveys are citizens or legal aliens. The estimate of 8

million illegal resident aliens fran Mexico is mind-boggling. The

utility of our entire official statistical system for identifying

ahd characterizing Mexican-Americans and others of Spanish origin is

called into questial. I shall be COI'1'pelled to retum to this topic

at each point in subsequent pages where this minority group is

ccnsidered.

in ·these introducto:ry ramrks I have given one dem::>grapher' s

perspective that populatioo projections will necessarily prove to be

wrong. I have refused to accept as plausible the census Bureau's

si.nplifying assUIl'ptions that future levels of rcortality and net..

inm.igration ca.'1 be projected Lito tJ'1e future with little worry about

the degree of error. I have suggested that there is great need to

worry about the degree of error, that both rcortality and:i.nmi.gration can

/
/
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flu:tuate sharply up or down. My purpose is rot to discredit tl1e
census population projectioos or the related BLS naripowet' projecticns•.

Rather it is by possibly outlandish exanples to o::nrPel attentioo to the

inherent limitatims of projecticns and to their specific utility.

Projectioos are a tool to be used in managerrent and planning. .

Management and planning Im.1St be flexible, cognizant that the futuxe •

may surprise and shock us. It is .chi.nerica1 to seek the best or the .

nDSt likely or the nost plausible or the least unreasonable projection.•

(My perspective differs only in enphasis fran that expressed by" the "
, : "

Census Bureau in the secticn "selection of Projection series, II ._

accx:mpanying the 1975 projectiQ'lS [po 14].)

I do mt at all deny the utility of projecting, mr even the need :..

to assess the likelihood that the assunptions underlying a specific

projection will be approxiniately realized. Indeed 11!i task, in

succeeding sectiCllS is, in part, to express opinions on the liJcely

darographic future. I simply wish to enphasize in this introducticn

that the a priori jtx1gmant of likelihood will never approach certainty.
'!he method of altemate projecticns is an enonrously valuable technique

if used for envisaging rather than for denying the inplicaticns of

that uncertainty. ;
!',
t'
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c. Guessing the Future Course of Fertility

Mxtality rates and imnigration rates are potentially subject to

large variatiQ'ls that could 'affect ~phic structure and the labor

force, but for half a century there have been few changes with

surprising or lasting i.npact (althotr:Jh the changing volurce and
{-

national origins of imnigrants have greatly affected certain U. s.
subpopulations). Fertility rates are also potentially subject to large

variations, and in the past half-century gyrating birthrates have created

an enoJ:ItDUS irregularity in darographic structure and in the flow of

peisOhS' tlttough the"'1aborforce ages. '!be annual n'llll:ber o~ births

inCreased from about, 2.3 million in 1933 to 2.7 million in 1941,

2.9 million in 1945, 3.4 million in 1946, and ne:re than 4 million in

~ year fran 1954 through 1964. Following the baby bean carre the

~ bust; the nunber of births declined to 3.1 million in 1975.

When the denographic structure of the u.s. population is portrayed

in the usual age-sex pyramid (Fi~e 1), the persons bO:rn during the

bab:( 000m years are represented by a trerrendous bulge. This bulge

IIDVeS up in age as t.:i.ne passes. For example, in the year. 1985 there
. ~ . _.. ',.

~~ expected to be far more persons aged 20 to 29 than aged 10 to 19

or 30-39. The process of rroving this baby-boom bulge through the

age pyramid, year by year, has been nest dramatically characterized by

~_image of a python swallONing a pig by peristalsis. Assuming no

~rises in future norta1ity or inmigration, the projection of this

highly irregular age structure year by year into the future poses no

methodological problems. All three series in the 1975 projections

portra.f this in identical fashion. Because the three series differ

only in their fertility assumptions, they treat the population already

bam identically. Persons already bam, when subjected to the slow force

of nortality an::1 the annual increm:mt of 400,000 net imnigration,
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produce the populaticn aged 10 ~d above in 1985, 20 and arove in
1995, 25 and a1::xJve in the year 2000, and so on. Only for long-run

projections does the size of the adultpopulaticn depend on the

fertility asSUI'l"pticns,· and it is cnly the projected number of young

adults that is at 'issue until \\ell beyond the year 2000.

'!be principal netmd for preparing labor force projecticns is to

begin with the census population projecticns for a given year and apply

labor force participation ratios of each age-sex group. For a given

series of future participatioI:l ratios, the size of the future laror

force depends on the size of the adult populaticn. '!he direct effect

of future fertilitY on futu:r:e laror force has a lag of 16 years, as
~ -

projected nurcbers of babiessw:vive to,:rreachthe"earliest age for

iabor force entJ:y. At .first glance it seems that the choice of an

assunption about futu:r:e fertility could .not have ImlCh eff~t on

labor force projections until th~ 1990s, and then the effect would be

only on the volume of new entrants in the yolinger ages.

'!be catch is that one t s choice of labor fol:Ce participation ratios

may be affected by one's choice of fertility assumptions. This is mst

d:Jvious for participation ratios for~ in the childbearing and

· c;::hi.ld-r~ing ages. Actual participation ratios for ~rren shOW' great

sensitivity to child-care responsibilities as Wicated by family

size and numbers of young children. A <:X:)I'['q?lex nDde1 of future labor

fon::e participation ratios might also show ratios for males and for

· older~ deperx:1ing to sane degree on birthrates, dependency ratios,
, .

family eatp:)Sition, and the size of cohorts entering labor force ages.

'1hus do assumptions alxmt future fertility affect short-run as well

· as long-rtm projections of laror force participation ratios. '!he fact

that fertility assunptions do not have any nurrerica1 effect on adult

force in the 1980s fran the need to guess about fertility trends.

Fran a historical persFective, both the 2-child and 1;:he 3-child

family represent low fertility. In tha early 19th century, average
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oonpleted fertility was about 5 children, and the long relatively

steady decline portrayed in Figure 2 displays a burrp representing

the baby boan. 'lhat little bt1lT9? has proved the bane of u.s.
populaticn forecasting. T.l':e report on the 1975 proJecticns includes

a brief section entitled "Previous National Population Projections"
I

(pp. 16, 19) that is worth careful perusal. 'IWelve separate

projections, made 1947 throUjh 1975, are surrmarized in a table.

These projecticns illustrate the extent and frequency with
mich past projections of population and actual popuIaticn
trends have differed•••• '!he prarx:lUnced arrl extended increase
in fertility follCMing the second World War (i.e., the baby
b:Jorn) was not anticipated by denografhers •••• In projections
prepared during the 1950s, asSt1lT9?tians about future fertility
were raised as it becane apparent 'that the baby 1x:x::m was not
a short-tenn phe.nozrenon. Projecticns of the 1960 population
prepared during t.~ 1950s '\\ere typically below the actual
figure. The opposite situation occurred during the 1960s.
The pronOl.mced decline in fertility was not anticipated
and projections of the 1970 and 1975 population 'prepared"
during the 19605 were all above the actual figures.
[E}rphasis adde:i.] -

Note that projections published in 1949 tmderstated the 1950 census

count, projecticns published in 1958 understated the 1960 census count,

am projections published in 1967 overstated the"1970 census oount.

Trends in the canpleted family size of successive birth cxX10rts

of \..orten have been fairly regular. Trerrls in the number of births

each year have displayed wider fluctuation. In the late 1940s

derrographers realized that the number of first births was extraordinarily

hJgh in part because warren in their late twenties were "making up"

for births p:>stp:>ned because of depression and war, 'and we::m=n in their

teens were displaying a new early childbearing pattern., Derogra};ilers

were, in a sense, too sophisticated to susPeCt that this surge in first.

births would be follCMed by a surge in second, third, and' fourth

births, and by reductions in the proportions of waren who never married

,·or raraired childless. When the number of ,births began to stabilize

-cm:i then to drop" derrographers again were sophisticated. '!hey knew that
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Figure 2. Fertility Measures; for Birth Cohorts of White Women
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if the ages at narriage and at childbearing roBIa, there coold be' .

fewer births fora fEM years, but th= nurrbe.r of births 'WOuld again

increase' as postp::>ned fertility was made up. Dencgraphers also knE!w
that by the mid-1970s the front wave of the baby bean would be

filling the earJ,y reproductive ages and the ranks of potential rrothers

would rapidly increase. Derrographers did not know or 'foresee that

fertility rates woUld drop 50 percent in less than a decade and would

plmge below the lCMest levels of the Depression years.

To ,try to disentangle the confusion between changes in the timing

of fertility anong \\OITeIl who are going to have Sc::rtE given ultimate·

number of childreri, and chang~ in timing that accarpany a change in

the ultimate number, denographers have begun to rely on asking WCl'IB1

b:M many childJ:en they expect to have. These data, to the extent

that wonen themselves can anticipate their cMn future, are helpful.

But there is no analytic or survey technique that can fully disentangle

current evidence or changes in timing ani quantity of fertility.

'lhe problem of the projector is canplicated by the fact that

childbearing is conc~trated am:ng \\Orren in their twenties. '!he

worren who will be bearing children in the 1980s are mainly teenagers

today. Although soma analysts believe that attitudinal surveys of

teenagers can alert us to future chi'nge, all agree that a l5-year-old's

state.rcent .about her ultiIrate nunber of children has less predictive

value than does a s:ilni.lar statenent by a 30-year-old.

The footnote,S in the report of the 1975 projections cite literature

detailing these perspectives and recent efforts through nore careful

and detailed analysis of census data, vital statistics data, survey

data, and state and local data on abortion to assess the nature of the

recent fertility decline and whether it is terrporary, has run its

course or will continue.

The Census Bureau sees plausibility in all three perspectives.

'!he decline may have run fts c~se, and, allowing for a very nodest , .

1 .. )...
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rebou1Xl (making upp:lStponed fertility), future fertility may be

projected at about replacenent "level, 2.1 childl:eh per wonan
carpleting epildbearing. This is the middle (series' II) projection

in the 1975 series.

'!be decline may be a ten'p:)raxy. reaction to the Vietnanese War,

a sluggish ecollOl'qy, and a faddish infatuatioo with propa.ganda about

eoological crisis and the norality of the small family. Underlying

familistic values and family structure nay reassert ·1:hemselves and

3- am 4-child families could again be camonplace. '!he census Bureau

does not think it likely that average family size will revert to its

baby, boanpeak of 3.2r.children per wonan, but they find it within the

.realm of reasonable possibility that carpletai family size will drop

ally to 'about 2.2 before rising steadily to a level of 2.7. ~

yields' the high (series I) projection in the 1975 series. (In the

.Bureau's 1958 projectiOlS, the J.a...1est series utilized a eatpleted

.£amily size of 2.64 children and the highest 4.04.)

.' . Pbr the lOoieSt "reasonable" projection in the 1975 series, it is

. assurtEd that the fertility patterns of 1975 represent a shift in

.quantity as well as timing of fertility, that fertility has declined

.well below the replacement level and will be sustained at a level of

1.7 children per wonan oompleting childbearing. This rate of childbearing

is well below the nation's previous low (for waren born in 1910, wl'x:>.
bore their children during the Depression years and CXlTp1eted childbearing

with an average of 2.3 children apiece).

'!he t:wo extreme series do not encorrpass the full r ..mge of

~bildbearing rates for which plausible arguments could be made, yet~

denographic cpna:equences of the spread between 1.7 and 2. 7 children are

eIXlrIrOUS. (The camti.ssion on Population Gra-lth gave great enphasis

to the analogous difference between the 2-child and the 3-chi1d family.• )

·:.In the series III projecticn the total population of the United States

rea~~250million in the year 2010, remains at about this fi~ for
. :~?:

... ,~ ...... ': '
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15 years (peaking just below 252 million), and then embarks a1 a
continuous decline. By contrast the Series· I projection entails

steady growth, to 250 millim by 1988 and past 500~11ion in the

year 2050.

The range between 1.7 and 2. 7 children per woman' also encarpasses'

a very wide range of consequences for family c.x:rcp::>sition, child-care

responsibilities, and plausible proje::tirns of fenale labor force

,.,' participation rates. If:it is essential for an agency such as BIB _.

to concentrate attention on one "best" pmje::tioo of future population

and labor force, then it makes a lot of difference whether the censuS" ":"

series, II projection is taken as the base, or the census series I or

III is used, or whether all are discarded in favor of sate alternative.

Because' the range between series III and Series I is so wide, an' attSrrpt

to use these as extrema points for placing "oonfidence limits" al

projected numbers is dcx:m=d to flounder on the sheer nagnitude of the

differences.

A· straightfo:rward application of the Census proje::tions yields a

best guess that the population of the United States in the year 2000

wilLbe about 262 million and will lie sarewhere between 245 and 287

million. An estinate with a range of -6 percent on the down side and

+10 percent on the up side nay be sufficiently narrow for certain

general planning pw:poses. But the size of the total populatia1 is

not a very useful piece of infonna.tion·with respect to Il'Ost policy

analysis. Manpower pmgrarrs are typically focused 00, say, the

teenage labor force, the prine age lalx>r ,~o~, or the older labor

force. For scrre of these cCItp:ments, the range of estinates derived

fran the three census series is enornous.

Consider the populaticn aged 15 to 19, the group that produces

high school graduates, oollege entrants, and nany new labor force

c entrants. The year 2000 estimates are 25, 21,'and 17 million fran

, the three. series. For program planning,' is a range of plus or minus

19 'Percent, or 4 million persoI)S', sufficiently nartew? If not, and we.
-r "~Y

"." ;~
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want to rely heavily on a single projeetial, ,\oliich one should we
cbx>se?

My guess is that the fertility trend will· lie below the Series

II, level for Sate years to cone, but that it will rerrain above the

series III level. Fluctuations on the low side of this forecast seen
as plausible as fluctuatiQ'lS On the high side. Hence for a single

basic projection I would chbose a path between 5eriP,s II and 11:I. For

sinplicity, I will specify that the path runs right down the middle

of these series, at an ultimate mean carpleted childbearing of 1.9

children per~. To make such a choice is foolhardy, but the game
Of;iprojecting rests ',00 making assunptions and I shall indicate the

ratia1ale for this choice,;-

Denographers in the 1930s displayed a faith that the denographic

.transition observed in the e<:xXlCl1lica1ly develop;d countries fran high

fertility am nortality to low fertility and ncrtality was leading to
.a prolonged phase of incipient decline. 'Ibe baby boc:in has made that:"

faith seem quaint, especially to American deIrographers. But many

developed nations did not -experience the pronOtmCed baby l:x:x:mwedid~:L'"

.am many have~ -"sustained replacement or subreplacezrent level f~lity

for decades. In historical tenns I view the baby l:x:xxn as the anomaly.:

(that is, required special explanation) rather than viewing the

fertility through the 1930s as the ar:analy.

'!bat current _fertility is below Depression levels and that it·

may stay lew . seems likely for several reasons. The u.s. populatic:n

has attained a;'L extraordinaJ:y degree of easy, COnscious control over

reproducr~on. The contraceptive technology available and widely

used is very convenient and very reliable. SuccesSful birth control'

has beeri practiced by many populations lacking the pill, the IUD, .,
medical sterilization,· and safe abortion , and even by societies lackihg

precision....made condanS and diaphragms. But when 'a population lackS· . 

reliable mechanical ·or. chemical contraceptives." it controls fertility
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tlu:oughcontrol of the frequency or character (for example, coitus

in~us) of sexual intercourse. .'!be situation in the United States-··

today is quite different.

As a neans of _. controlling access to sexual intercourSe, the :: ::

institution of marriage has becare in our society a very ~ect.

birth control technique. There is considerable reprodUction before

marriage and between marriages. OUr age at marriage,while not as
~. ,~~. '"" *'

low as ever, is .till far lower than that obs~ in ma.ny,.. other

lCM-fertili.ty societies. Control over access to sexua.lintercxrorset

either_outside or within marriage, is not sanething the United States

is~~~; -
During the baby l:xxxn and until the last.c.f.ew years,.cohabiting ...~::::~

couples in the UnitErl States were often unsuccessful at centrolling

fertility. Many couples had trouble rraking disciplined use of tecl'ln:iques
suc;::h as rhythm or withdrawal; nany bed trouble with the mechanical

met:l1od1?! ~_~y tried met!x:lds of dubious utility•.·· i.Fertility surveys
~ " ,-, .-:'-' ...~). ..

reveal that very few couPles got through their- childbearing with

CClipletelY.planned timing and quantity of fertility. ~.. ~'lhe majority had
:-,""" ; : . '.,~

at least one accident of· -timing, and al:x:>ut one-third admit having

at least one nore child. than planned. Of coorse there, was a social

and ecoIXmlic climate in which such al..'Cidentswere rot greatly regretted.

Many couples th;en, as in the Depression years, were' quit:e successful

at avoiding children for the 15 to 20 reproductive years that remained

after early ~1dbearing.

'!he high reliability and relative ease of the .pill ~
- "

IUD-tedmiques: that have cane into camon use only recently-conbined

with the a~ilability of. al:x:>rtion and sterilization-have produced

a new p::>ssibility.for effec1?-ve centrol of timing and ~tity of

reprcrluction.. Death and taxes may be inescapable, hl'e' childbearing
: . .'~-' ., . ~ ,-.

has forno13t American youtll. been raroved fran the r~;of fate. For
1""" ,.:'t~t. - .. '"":'

nany of the less educated and ·for many blacks and other/ minorities, an-" ...
.f .' L',~'-' .~

',,'

.'~:"':

./.

.....
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attitude of resignatioo toward fertility was cemron in the 1950s a.IX1

.,'-; ,- '1960s .It is a remarkable aspect of- social change', induce:1 by far

nm-e than sinply teclmological chan:Je in contraception, 'that a sense

of control over one's reprcx1uctive fate has so quickly hecate widespread

even anong these groups.

Increases iIi the rates of female labor force participation

continued through the 1960s and early 1970s.' rOwer fertility

exp::>ses nore w:men to the higher participation rates of tlx:>se unenCl.mi::>ered

l:¥ young children...In addition, regardless of level of' childbearing, 

each successive birth cohort of \\Oman since the tum of the century' has

entere:l the labor force to a "greater degree than. previous cohorts, -.."

,,' beginning at the teen ages befqre marriage and continuin9. thioligho~t-the

life cycle (see Figure ~). The very large baby boa:n cohorts are new

-beginning this process, and they are doing so with very low rates o£

Childbearing. Hence they should be~ to the wrld of wrk in
, J

iEiCx>rd proportioos, with ,less interruption for childbearirig or,cot1ler

reasons than was true fOr any previous cdlort.

If the econany can absorb the rapidly expanding number of'::young"":'

women \\Urkers and if their fertility remi:rlns'low for the next few years,

we shall, I believe, witness an acceleration in the process of attittXle

fonnation and female role redefinition conducive to ca1tinued lew

fertility a.IX1 high labor force :iparticipation.

During'the 1950s and'1960s,' fertility surveys detected a.relative

i.ndi.fference about the choice between having 2, 3, or 4 Children~"

Fewer than 2 was perceived as insufficient, and 5 or nore was seen as

excessive. SCtre sociologists see 'in these findings, ,in other survey

~" responses, in tax policies, and in other societal arrangementS evidence7"I~'

..,.." for.a'value system favoring a'3 - 4, child reprcxiuetive norm. Unfavorable '\
, ,-

...,' . ;-"eoon::m:i.c circumstances, Whether interpr~M con1:emporaneouslyi'or in light-{(;' ..~

ofe.xpectations develoPed while grewing Up, could cause reproductive ~;,~'"
• -.; .• . . •. 1 ,'t"';.: .•,':' ."~ _. .:"

performance to- drop :tc::Ma:rd the 2-child realm, and favorable circumstances......

could pushperfozmance~~~e4-child level. Other soci~log.l'~~ ..,;:'
~;-

... :
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Figure 3. Age Patterns of Employment for ~irth Cohorts of Women
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dispute whether a fun::iaIrental value system needs to be posited to

account for the baby boom and the various attitudinal and institutional

evidence. 'Ihese sqciologists. tend to see ~ attitooes t:owaJ:d

desired family size as being nore a response to circumstances than

a cause of those circumstances.

I do not believe it necesscu:y to resolve this oontroversy over

interpretation of the baby boom. Fran either perspective I see

evi.denc~ of a new IlOJ:Inative pattem of low fertility. Recent

fertility expectations surveys reveal a marked shift away fran the

3- and 4-child family and a remarkable cOncentration of favor Q1 the
.,

2-ehild .family. The I-child family and the no-child family have gained

only a little in a.c.ceptance. (SO!re see in this small change the

harbinger of larger change to oome; others see the finn residue of- .
familism that oould quickly blossan forth again into acceptance of

laxger families.) SOCiological studies of women I s sex role attitudes

eati>ine with evidence of \oJQretl' s increased eccnanic and political

participation and of continued vitality of affi.J:mative action and

w:men's J..iberation programs to confirm, in 1Y!Y estimation, that basic

changes have occurred and will continue for SCIre years to COle.

In sOOrt, I find it implausible that~ generally, with the aid

and support of nen, will r~um; a high fertility regiIre catpOsed of

accidentia,l pregnancies and restrained labor force participation.

Nor do I see evidence of any deliberately embraced high fertility

regiIre. Hence I place 1Y!Y largest. bet (but not all of 1Y!Y ganbling funds)

on a oontinuation of subreplacem=nt fertility, at the 1.9 level,

rather than a climb back to the 2.1 level or a long march up to the

2.7 level.

The Census Bureau suggests two reasons for preferring its

replacement fertility series. First is that at sane tiIoo anapprox.imation

to zero g.rc:Mt:h is necessaryarrl therefore "an ultimate assurrption of

fertility at replacement level appears 'reasonable" (p. 21). 'lhis reason,
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of course, does not justify reliance on a 2.1 fertility level at any

particular tine in the projecticm period 1975-2050. '!he second reascn,

is nore persuasive. YOlU1g wives, assessing their current experier:oa

and reporting their birth expectations, "suggest that their oc:npleted

fertility will be around replacanent level" (p. 21).

A close look at the way the Bureau I s projecticns work out for the

young waren currently in the early childbearing years is instructive.

Table 1 presents carpleted cohort fertility rates for worcen born in

selected years. 'For nr:M I shall concentrate on data for white \4CIllen

because it is easier, sociologically, to consider the majority racial

group rather than the national carposite, and also because the census
projections' assmne that fertility for blacks and other racial minorities

will converge to the rates for whites. In the Table, rates for the

cohorts born 1900 through 1925 are estimat~ based on carpleted

experience. COhorts bam in 1930 or later had not conpleted their

childbearing years in time for final data to be available when the

projecticns were made. For ool'x>rts bam 1930 through 1945, nest of

their childbearing hcr:l already occurred and only the last portion

had to be projected; hence the projections for these cohorts are

si.milar for all three series.

'lhe intriguing portion of this Table is the ccxrpleted fertility

projections for cohorts born in 1950 and 1955 (\QreIl who were aged

25 or 20 in 1975). '!heir early fertility is so low that these waren

are not expected to reach the ultimate target of 2.1 children that

defines the series II projectial. The projection for the 1950 cohort

is 1.92 children and for the 1955 cohort is 1.95 dlildren. If one

peJ:Cei.ves fertility as dropping slightly lower in tl~ late 197ps and

early 1980s, then the reproductive perfonnance of these cohorts to date

is consistent with eventual carpleted fertility of 1.78 or 1.68

chi:J.dren r:er waren (Series III). Even under the series I assumption

that a sm::x::>th rise in fertility will take place, the 1950 cohort of

---- -----~---~---_._---
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white w:xren is projected to finish childbearing with 2.08 children

per wanan.
'Ihese figures indicate that barring sharp' acceleraticn or

deceleraticn in fertilitY, the young~ currently in the midst

of childbearing nay easily conplete their reproductive years with

1.9 or 1.8 children per~. 'Ihi.s level is far below tm previous

l.c::Jw of 2.2 for the cohort of 1910, and beloW the approximate

replacetent level of 2.1 envisaged by the Bureau as I1Dst reasonable.

To attain the ultimate level of 2.1, tm Series II projections portray

a drop \\ell :below that level and then a rise back to it. '!here is a

ratialale far perceiving current fertility as only ~rarily low•

•,~ onset of the recent decline in fe:t:tility appears to be

correlated with the onset of unfavorable economic-conclitions" (p. 6)

:fran 1969 to 1971, and the further rise in unanployment and decline

c.il! median family incorce 1973-75 "suggests the possibility, that annual

--fertility in the near future could drop below or retain around its

~t low level" (p. 7).

If eoon:mic factors are a cause and not simply a coincidental

~t of the current very low fertility, then a projection

, ~~f gradually improving economic circumstances (especially as those that

.~oofront young families) could justify a projection of a m:xlest increase

infertility. 'Ihat is the defense for the series II projections.

If the early childbearing and labor force experiences of a cohort

tend to set the subsequent behavior of the cohort, then a pattern of

, low fe,rtility, whether caused by short-nm economic circumstances or

other factors, will have SCIre tendency to persist even if those short-run

ci.r:cumstances change. Because not all wanen bom in a smgle year

begin narriage and childbearing si.Im.lltaneously, there is an intenningling

of birth oohorts in the reprcxiuctive behavior of each year. Sharp

changes fran one cohort to the next are unusual. A low fertility. ,

-pattern that is sustained for a decade nay become resistant to rapid

change even if there is a sharp eccnomi.6 upturn. In the 1970s there
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is a sirrultaneous occurrence of very low fertility, very high rates of

female labor force participation, pervasive sex-role attitudinal

change, and ecananic and social structural changes facilitating

waoon 's ";ti.beratioo." '!be convergence of all these forces seems,

as I suggested previously, to have enorroous potential for 'nutual
~

enhancenent.

As the census Bureau is careful to oote, the correlatioo of

econanic and fertil~ty downtums "is not syno~uswith causatial"'

(p. 6). '!he causes of complex social behavior, such as the reprodootive

life cycle of successive cohorts of waren, are manifold. Business"

cycle effects probably are a significant part of the set of causes, ,..

but a reasoned prognostication requires consideration also·of other

elanents of the causal set. I find plausible but not Persuasive the'- .

argtnrents of tb:>se whe'; forecast a resumption of markedly higher, 

fertility. I find nore plausible and nore Persuasive the proPerly

cautious Census Bureau forecast that fertility may stabilize at about

the 2.1 level. My own guess is pinned on the less cautious view that

an oncping carplex of fundamental social change has occurred and will

continue in such a fashion as to sustain a pattern of subrepl.a.cen'e.nt

fertility.
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D. Family, Fertility, and Etlmicity

To convert a projectim of the age and sex Cooposition of the

p:>J;Watioo into' a labor force projectiat requires asSUnptions about

future lalx>r force participatim ratios. Participation ratios,

e&};eCially for wanen, are affected by "fertility levels and family

carpositioo. 'l'.l'le" principal minority groups in the United states have

family and fertility pattems sarewhat distinctive fran tl'x:>se of tba

white Anglo majority. Hence it is appropriate, to the extent

feasible, to consider each group separately.

'Ihe baby bean and the baby bust have been renarkably pervasive

ancng subgroups of the u.s. populaticn .<Rindfuss. and Sweed, 1975).

'.lbe_~ anddownwarcLtrendappears for n~lyevery subgroup for

Wch data can be asseni1led: ethnic groups, inccme groups, educational

'-:atta.i.rment groups, regional groups, urban and rural groups, and

: variOlJS CCXl't.>inaticns of these attributes., '!he pattern for six racial

- at- ethnic groups is portrayed in Figure 4. 'll1e total fertility

- rate is a cross-sectional version of the cohort fertility rates used

in the population projection series. Because timing of fertility in

~ the life cycle can shift with or without shifts in ultimate eatpleted

, family size, the trends in total fertility rates need not coincide

with trends in colx>rt ratE'S, but both types of data reveal si.milar

, broad fertility trerrls. In Figure 4 the fertility rate is expressed

as children 'per 1,000 wonen rather than per ~man. '!be rates were

derived by extensive manipulation of the 1970 Census public use tapes,

and it was not possible to carry the series back to the beginning of

the baby bean.

'!he important features of Figure 4 for our purpose are two. First,

each of the minority groups experienced the same general trend as the

majority. second, fertility of blacks, Chinese, and Japanese has

" CQ'lverged very close to the levels for whites, but M3xican-AITericans

and American Indians continued in the late 1960s to have sharply higher

fertility.
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Figure 4. Total F~rtility Rates for Six Racial or Ethnic Groups: 1955 -1969
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For the t:lu:ee largest of these six minority groups, trends for

each level of educational attai.nrrent are portrayed in Figure 5.

Because the rates are calcu1ate:i fran a semple, sate of the trend

lines display erratic fluctuatioos, but the pervasive fertility

decline is apparent. '!he closeness of black to mite fertility in

recent years is revealed for each educational level, and

Mexican~Anericanfertility rates are again unifonnly higher.

Blacks and Mexican-Americans differ from the white Anglo population

on a nmrber of characteristics that affect fertility levels--inCcme,

education, age at narriage, duration of marriage, region and type of

plaCe of residence, and nuni::ler of children already born. Fach of

.t.hesecharacteristics was inclOOed in a Im.l1tivariate analysis of fertility

differentials for the period shortly before the 1960 census and far

the period shortly before the 1970 census (Rindfuss and Sweed" 1975:

Table 9). Controlling for the effects of all of these characteristics,

black fertility was 32 percent above white Anglo fertility in the

late 1950s and only 12 percent above in the late 1960s. Mexican-A1rerican

fertility was 34 pexcent above white Anglo fertility in the late 1950s

and 45 peJ:Cel1t above in the late 1960s. The quite distinct trends in

the differential position of the nation's two largest minority groups

warrant further discussion before an assessment is made of the

implicatiO'ls for labor force participation.

Black Fertility and Family Patterns. The potential far

convergence of black fertility levels to the lower levels of the white

population has been apParent for rcany years. The general pattem

evident in Figure 5, that fertility of blacks with high school or
,

college education is as low as or 1Ot>.er than for carparably educated

whites, has long been known. Thus as increasing proportions of the

black population acquired greater ancunts of formal schooling,

convergence in fertility levels could be expected. Anong black w:xnen

aged 20 to 24, the proportion carpleting high school increased from

45 percent in 1960 to 75 percent in 1974.



Figure 5. Total Fertility Rates for White, Black and I\t~exican Americans by Education: 1955-1967
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!' ,.~~_ :'\. 'tl"~" "':{~' , " ,;,::~•.. :.;,;. ~-:L; p. ""';"

:~,~~nSe~;"~".,~~:;.~~t~~),?R::·,~~f~~<~~F:"~::~~;u.#,.::';.,{ .
have also" indicated a po~~ fQr convergence in actual fertility.

, ." . '- '~.' ......, .. " ...~, ""'~"""'~'''~' :.,. '_.,-." """'-', .,,-~:~ ,.......•.; '~'..
A stmy of a national, semple in 1960 (Welpton, C3Irg?bell, and' Patterscn,

".. .' " ., -,..,' . .', ' '•.' . '". . .i' -... ~ .

1966:369) ~luded that high, fertility ,was ,concentrated arr:gng blackS
'. . , ", ... ~. . ,.' t: -; ...

witba.~th~ farm upbringing: " , . " '
"If"\-,e ~~.~i~: 'in'~e 'colleg~ 'gro~ With: nonc6iJ.ege ., ,

"'coUples \mo hive' had',w' southern 'farm' backgrourrl, .\E find that ."
whites ,_~Cl. nonwl:rit:es haveapp,?=O~te1y the same~t and
expected nurrber of births. Inasmuch as this group containS'
63percent'bf the'bom.h.ite'couples, we nay say that a -,

,"~jori::t;.y'\e!·I)9nW1J.ite,c::quples have and ~,about the sane,
nurrlber of births 'as' similar \'bite couples.' . ,

In '~rt~~;;,s~~E!~;g~:t~tl;'~~tru~sl.~~!~~:atiOnal·lete1 of yO~g "',,i"

black f~les~~~f~9th~ reprodu;tive age9 ,inc~edi,sharply, ,but so.,
',"'~' .;.>,';.; , ;, '.~, ,:' ~;: _.f,... ., i. - \' .(1\> .-~.';~ ,'.""11... . .,; .~. '1'1' ~., "~ f i,' '" ¥..,~" *:"c; ,~ 'i: J \y' ~~:~':f~;~~\A:'.\:ri~

hasthe,pr9P2J;tioo bo;n and rai~ed in no~ or S01:11:llerq cities. In ...
~ ~ ", _1 .. " ';, . '," _:.' • ,,-' .~'. ;'," '.f ~. ~. '.~~J' "~:~~'>.../ <"t '.11. t,:i

the early 1970s ~ arm~ Gurrent PoptU.atioo Survey reports ,on birth - --.:_--
'. "..' .~. .... •.':"; . • • ..,' I • • , ,~ . .. :; . •. ~ "';, -",~

expectations pf,YOUng wives reveale;1 virtually identical figures far
blds :~~~.', . " - ",." '. . '"j", ,',

Both ~~ly pat~ and contraceptive practices must be cx>nsidered
',' • 1... .•,~. ' . ' . '.' >' '. ,~

as iItm:dia~,de~:aniPants of the bigher fertility of blacks in the

196'Os.M3ri1;1 'f~litY ofp1a9ks and whi.tes,~,~~r~ ,siMUiu:

than was total fertility. A recent estinlate (O.'S. BlJi:.eau()f:the~_f'

census, 1976) indiCates-that during.,19&5-6,9., about 1 ofeve;r:y"'S-'~te

first births occurred to" IlDtllers whoweres.irigle at the't:inie of the

birth; Of black first births, nearly 1 ot' every fwas premarital.

Premarital eOncepti~ was .f~ less likely to' ~:E011owedby marriag~~
before or after birth, for'blacks than fbr'\.mites~"The Strl.x:tutal,

counte~'~f thiS :f~ility pat~l:nis th~"larg~"pr~por:t~onof'

ferrale-headed 'families, ariOng' the black pbpulaticn and the 'large
~"" , " ~ ~ ' .

proportianof children 1iY'ing apart from their father.

StUdies in :the 1950s and 1960s showed much, less effective

contracePtiv~'~~ by black woman .. than by white waren. Many black
.';" 'if'" . . •

teenagers :~knocOntracePti~ precau:tions, and ,knoWledge of

effective teclmi.ques' was:poor anong ,. those' who reported using serre
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nethod to avoid pregnancy. ' '!be 1973 National Survey of, Family Growth

revealed that black \'oOIIen had rapidly been adopting the newer '

contraceptive nethods and were far IlDre effectively planning and

limiting their reproduction (westoff, 1976:57) :

Reliance on the IlDst highly effective mathcxis--sterilizatioIl,
the pill and the IUD-is nt:M ImlCh greater cim:>ng black than
anong white contraceptors (81.0 percent cx::xrpared with 68.3
percent); and 92.0 percent of black users \moor age 25 'a::M
arploy these methcxis•••• It seems highly probable that by the '
end of the 19705, a.ltrost all married couples at risk of
'lmintended pregnancy in the United states will be using .
contraceptioo, and alnost all contraceptors will be protected.
by theIlDst effective rreclical mathods. we are rapidly
approaching' universal, highly effective contraceptive practice.
'Jhi.s trend, of course, is quite consistent with the decline'
of 'lmintended births observed in the United States between
1961 and 1970 and the sha1:p reduction in such \mplanned
fertility that has probably continued to occur dUring the
last five years.
The 1975 populaticn projectioos assure a rapid convergence of

b~ack cohort fertility to white cohort fertility (see Table i). For

the series Ip.rojecUQll~, black. fertility is projected as stabilizing.

at the 2.7 level, \\bile white fertility catches up. For the series·

II and III projections, sharp declines in black fertility are projected

for wcm:m currently in the main childbearing years and for each

sucx::eedi.ng cohort, with WQ1eIl born in 1970 finally reaching the

projected reprodootive plateau of 2.1 or 1.7 children'. Until that

cohort is well along in its childbearing, black fertility is

projected to rarain sarewhat ciliove white fertility.

Analysts of trends in a number of social and eoonanic characteristics

have long observed that levels for blacks lag 10, 20, 30 or IlDre years

behind those of whites. '!be 1975 populaticn projections indicate a

clasing o~ the black./Wfiite fertility gap within a generation. Few

:prognosticators foresee such rapid. closing- of the other main racial

gaps-,.in education, occupation, incxxne, housing, and so forth. '!here,

is 00 reason that trends in one gap cannot diverge fran trends in

another, but to project such a divergence may strain credibility. I

'j'-,.'
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have already reviewed some of the evidence and have indicated It¥

general agrEaerrent- with the justificatioo provided by the census Bur~u

for projecting an end to racial differentials in fertility. My, additional

cc.rments are nore cautionary than supp:>rtive. First,' a brief supportive

note. When the nodern period of stuiy of Anerican fertility began in the

~930s and 1940s, there were sha;p differentials in fertility behavior

anong the various social and econanic groups. During the baby boall,

increases in fertility rates were sharpest for sane ot. the socioeconanic

groups with lowest fertility, and during the baby bust declin~ have been

nDSt precipitous for sane of the groups with highest fertility. '!hus

many differentials have narrowed, and it is not so extraordinary that

tbe racialdi£ferential has done likadse.

'!he ca~_~_~_;:~~~~~i~~n6f_~erti~_~~¥_tr~ in
the.CCiIltext of family fonnation and structure. Black family st.rlx:ture and

c¥ld-care arrangemmts continue to be distinctive. '!he latest annual

r~rt "'!he Social and Ec:on::rni.c Status of the Black Populatim in the

t7.liifed States" (U.S.' Bureau of the census, '1974:4) smmarizes recent

~ on "Family":

'!he first half of the 1970s, like the 1960 decade, has been
characterized by a damward ~end in the proportion of black

.' ::husband-wifefamilies accarpanied by a grcMth in the proportioo
of black families headed by a~ (with no S:fOuse present) •

', ..- Between 1970 and 1975, the proportion of black husband-wife.
families declined fram 68 to 61 Percent; the p:roportion of
fena1.e heads increased from 28 to 35 percent.

r.Ihe influence of certain social and ecoIXlllic factors sl.d1 as
the high rate of marital dissolution, the retention of children
by unnarried mthers, greater ecorx:mi.c independence of waren,
and other factors is reflected in changes which have occurred
in the characteristics of black female hea.ds. Black female heads
of families were mre likely to be single c;>r divorced (taken
together) in 1975 than in 1970, to be YOlmger, and to have mre
children to supfOrt.

Reflecting theinerease in fenale-headed families, the
percentage of black children living with both parents
dropped sharply in the 1970s. By 1974, about 56 percent
of all :black children in families were living with both
parents. It shoold be noted, hcMever, that nest of the
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Table 1. AVERAGE NUMBER OF CHILDREN BORN TO WHI'l'E AND BI.1lCK~,
FOR OOHORTS 1900-1925 (AC'roAL) AND 1930-1970 (pROJ'El::'JE)

;"- Cohort
(Year of
Birth) Nurri:>er of Children Bom ~ wanan

White Black
Actual·

1900 , 2.54 2.99

1905 2.33 ~.62

1910 2.24 2.62
1915 ' .. 2.40 2.72

"

1920 2.70 3.21

·1925 2.89 3.57

Projected

I II III I II III

1930 3.10 ' 3.10 3.'10 3.89 3.89 3.89

1935 ' 3.07 3.07 3.07 3~a7 3.86 3.86

1940' 2.73 2.72 2.71 2.34 3.33 3.32

1945 2.24 2~20 2.16 2~77 2.74 2.71

1950 2.08 1.92 1.78 2.68 2.53 2.39

1955 2.27 1.95 1.68 2.69 2.40 2.12

1960 2.70 2.09 1.69 2.70 ' ' 2.30 1.95

1965 2.70 2.10 1.70 2.70 2.20 1.82

1970 2.70 2.10 1.70 2.70 2.10 1.70

SOUK:E: u.s. Bureau of the Census, 1975b: Tables A-2, A-3.
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black children not living with both parents were being cared
for by at least one parent or by a family mexrber, generally
the grandparent.

For roth blacks and whites, the prop:>rtion of children living
with lx>th parents appears to be associated with incane level.
For exarrple, anong black families with incaoos under $4,000,
less than one-fifth of the black children liverl with roth
parents in 1974. At the $15,000 and over ineate level, nearly
all-9 out of la-black children were living with roth another
and a father.

Are these trends in family structure consistent with sharply

increaserl frequency and efficiency of contraceptive use and sharply

reduced fertility? The "MJyniha.n :Report" an the Negro family, issued

in 1965 following the first· of the ur~ conflagrations of the 1960s

in-the-watts district of Los Angeles, rekindled controversy over the

interpretation of black family s~ture. With respect to causes,

should first rank. be assignerl:" (a) to the heritage of a slave system

that destroyerl rrarriage but ordinarily preserved ~ maternal bond;

(b) to a personality system and world view that emphasizerl short-term

perspectives and a fatalistic acceptance of what life doles out,

including pregnancy; or (c) to a rational and functional adjust:Itent

to specific contemporary social and economic circumstances, such as

poor earnings prospects, high rates of unanployment and underemploymant,

a welfare system that often Penalized couples who wished to live

together? With respect to cOnsequences, is the increasing prevalence

of ferrale-headerl households and the growing prop:>rtion of children

not living with lx>th Parents: (a) a cause of camnmity disorganization

an:l a new "generation of youth handicapped in preparation for adulthbcd;

(b) a consequence of such disorganization, slum living, and dismal

ecorx:>mic circumstances and prospects; or (c) an adaptation to dismal

ccmnunity and economic circumstances that nore often than.not is

successful in rearing the next generaticn and enabling the current adult

generation to cope with life's instabilities?

1.._... '_
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'Ibis is not the place to rehash the original controversy (see

Rainwater and Yancey, 1967) or to attenpt an updating and full

assessrrent of trends since 1965. My own interpretation enphasizes the

(c) perspectives on both causes and consequences of family trerrls.

I believe that is the only parsinonious way to rrake sense of both the

family am fertility trends. Note that the early 1970s were a pericxr--"

of severe ecoDanic recession, extremely high lIDeITploynent for young

black w:>rcen and neIl, and o§ failure in the effort to effect najor

refonn in the welfare system. The lesser role of for.rral rrarriage j.n

childbearing decisions and the lesser role of fornal male dominance

in living and child-rearing arrangerrents nay be viewe1 as indicators

of assertive efforts to preserve self-esteem and independent control .

over one's CM'l destiny, just as careful use of contraception and

rapid adoption of newer rrethods, including sterilization, are

indicators of efforts to cope rather than succumb.

The perspectives one adopts on black family and fertility trends

affect the task, to be discussed shortly, of assessing the eatsequences

of these trends for prosPective labor force participation.

M:OO.can-Arrerican Fertility and Family Patterns. '!he data presented

at the beginning of this secticn indicated that Mexican-Arrericans shared

in the general reprcrluctive decline in the 1960s but in 1970 continued

to have rmJch higher fertility than w'rite Anglos or blacks. Current

fertility infonnation is less readily available for M:OO.can-Arnericans

than for blacks or whites because the forner are not a racial group

in the U. S. statistical system, and are not identified on birth

certificates. The national population surveys used for the various

fertility and contraceptive use studies have likewise not provided

separate infonnation for this group~ which numbered 6.7 million persons

in March 1975.

The Bureau of the Census (1976) now releases.an annual rep:>rt on

persons of Spanish origin, ba.sed on the· March Current Population SUrvey;
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and nest of the detailed tables distinguish persons of ~can origin

from others of Spanish origin. '!he censuses of 1950 and 1960 reported

data for persons of Spanish surnarre in five southwestern states.

'n1e 1970 census provides a sort of bridge by presenting many tabulations

for persons of 'Spanish or M3xican origin and SOIre of the sarre tabulations,

plus others, for persons of Spanish sumarre or language. (For a review

of these ways of identifying the target population, see Hernandez,

Estrada, and Alvirez, 1973). It remains difficult to place reliance

Ql observed trends in family structure for a group that is being

defined in different ways at various points on the trend line.

Ethmgraphic and snaIl-scale studies of M3xi.can-AIrerican COIII'lUtlities

in -the-i:940s and· 1950s. indicated. .thatthefarnily -systanwas·very

traditicnal, with the watan's role being that of homenaker and m::>ther.

~ Spanish, catholic, and rural heritage were described as' retaining

viWity even as the ~can-AIrericans in the .United States were

beccming a preda:ni.;nantly urban people. An analysis of 1960 census

data raised some questioos about this perspective (Grebler, Ivbore, and

Guzman, 1970:18):

Although the findings on family size validate a camon notion
-.' _. [of' high fertility], those on family stability do not-at least

if one starts fran the inpression that the ~can-AIrerican

family represents a strong bulwark of traditional stability.
'Ibeincidence of broken families exceeds the Anglo incidence
by a substantial margin, and the percent of wcm:m separated
or divorced fran their spouses is sarewhat larger than am:ng
the Anglo population.

'!he situation in 1975 was similar (U.S. Bureau of'the Census,

1976). Arcong l>t;xican-Arrer1can families, 81 percent were huSband~wife

families, and 15 percent had a ferrale head. These percentages place

the MexiCan-Americans statistically closer to the white Anglo population

than to the blackpopulaticn. Si.rhilarly for children living with

both parents, the 80 percent for l>t;xican-Americans does not indicate

a family system untouched by urbanization and poverty, but it is far

above the 56 percent figure cited earlier for black children.
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The Maxican-Anerican populatioo is concentrated in the

southwestern states not far fran M:OO.co. Spanish language is used

in the hare by nDst M3xican-Amarican families, .and there is a large

voluneof visiting in both directions across 'l:.he border. The recent

inmigrants arrong the M3xican-Alleri.can population thus find it easier

to maintain social and cultural relations with the country of origin

than do nost imnigrants to the united States. The concentration of

l-Exi.can-Anericans in barrios in a dozen or so large cities further

facilitates maintenance of distinctive linguistic and cultural

traditions. If these distinctive traditions include very low rates

of labor force participation by ~can-Arnerican~,it is necessary

to assess whether these traditions are declining in farce ard if so,

h:M rapidly.

No analysis of r~idential segregation of Mexican-Americans has

been published utilizing the 1970 census data. The 1960 data revealed

less extrare segregation between Mexican-Arrericans and white. Anglos.

than between Negroes and white Anglos. Inforrral examination of

selected 1970 census data reveals continued ~can-Anerican

concentrations but a far nore widespread scattering of small percentages

of ~can-Americansanong urban subareas than is the case for blacks.

The noVatSlt of some persons out of the barrios provides no nnre basis

for predicting rapid residential di,persa1 than there is for

predicting rapid industrial or cx:cupational diSPersal of the

~can-Anerican labor force. .

AIIOng European inmigrant groups use of a language other than

English declined very rapidly in the second arrl third generaticns.

Arrong Mexican-Arrericans, many of whom are already second and third or

a later generation in tenns of residence within the current

boundaries of the United States, use of Spanish is cormon. A survey

of language usage, conducted in July 1975, provides some indicaticn

of the character of the reliance on Spanish (U. S. Bureau of the Census,
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1976). 'lhe' pre1i.ml.nary report that isavaila.ble now,~ not

distinguish M:xican-Anericans from, other groups, and it should be

noted that of the total Spa.11ish-origin population in 1975, 60 percent

were Mexican-American, 15 percent Puerto Rican, 7 percent Cuban,

and the remaining 18 percent of ~i9U$ Q.t'ig.i.na. In 1975 there were
4.0 million persons aged 4 and OVer whose usual language was Spanish,

'and another 4.3 million with Spanish as their 'second language. ('lhi.s

total of 8.3 millim with Spanish as the usual or secald language

oanpares with the total of awroximate1y 10.1 million persons of

Spanish origin aged 4 and over.) , Of th:>se reporting Spanish as their

usual language, just·''OVer half reportfldiffi"OUlt,y with~glish." ''!he

_proportions having difficulty with Engli.$h.ar..e highest ancng the older

populatioo and least anong those of scb:x:>l age, put substantial numbers

~f those enrolled in school are reported as having difficulty with

English.

The varioos &ta on M2xi.can-Americans are difficult. t.o intexpret

fran a sinple assimi.latianist ~ve~'As·t1ie·"Niti¢n's seconi largest.

minority it is possible far nany M3xi.can-Anericans to function mainly

within the group, to retain Spanish as their usual lariguage, and to

insulate themselves against cultural larogeni.zation. But it has been

easier for M:xican-Americans than for blackS to'shed their ethnic

identity or to marge it into the general American pattern. When the

nembe.rs of an ethnic group, as is, true of'both M=xi.can-Anericans and

of blacks, are highly urbanized, universally eJq:lOSed in the younger

generations to the fonnal educational system at least to the high school

level, involved (but not equally participant) in all levels of the ,general

ec:onanic system, represented to a significant (but again not equal)

degree in the political systan, and exposed to the mass media and

mass culture, it is difficult to foresee which aspects of ethnic culture

am ethnic identity will endure and which will yield or adapt.

Projection of Maxican-Arnerican family and fertility-the two topics

of central interest--would be difficultenough if the group were well
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doc\Inented in our statistical system and if the group wze relAtively

closed to :i.mnigration an:! emigration. ,For blacks, estimates of. the

lazge underoount in census data are already ina:D:porated into the

populatioo projections, and Itr{ assessrrent of trends was nade in light

of ~ong-t:ime series and a low rate of internatia1al.migratioo., ' For
. . -".

Mexican-Americans the quality of the census oounts is oot knoWn, the

tine series data are fal and based on shifting concepts, and the

rate of intemational migration is thought to'be such as to render

suspect if not dowru;ight useless, IIDJCh current data am any efforts at

projection. 7

Examinatim of census and survey data for 1970 and 1975 does, not

lead Ire to different conclusions than those voiced in the large-scale

st1Xiy that drew on 1960 census data and a variety of other infonnatian

and surveys for the mid-19.60s (Grebler, M:lore, Guzman, 1970:582): ._

OUr sttrly shows the M3xi.can-Arrerican family to be quite different
fran the traditiooal patterns suggested in the literature. ~~ .
extended family household is extrerrely rare. '!he role of the.
~drazgo has diminished. A high incidence of broken families., '
llldicates that the Mexi.can-Arrerican family possesses no extraol:'di.naJ:y
capacity to resist the strains of poverty and of rapid social
change. The data do not pennit us to judge whether there has been
drastic change' over time, or whether earlier writings, by
er!Plasizing nonns rather than reality, may have idealized the
existing situation.

Specifically, the roles of husband and wife in today' s nuclear,
urban family differ greatly fran the cliche of the dcminant
man am the sul:::anissive \'OTIaIl. Decisions on spending and the
divisim of household tasks are conparatively egalitarian, as
in Anglo families of similar social-class level, although the
female retains sema specialized functions in a restricted
datestic area.

Fran the perspective of family and fertility patterns in M:!xioo,

the Mexican-American patterns are clearly "Anerican." There am

differences fran the white Anglo patterns, but these differences are

small when corrpared to the potential range of differentiation. '!he,

evidence of the past thus seems to be that family and fertility Pattems'

, i
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for Maxican:-AnericanS ,~already 'changed greatly"tOWardWhite -,

Anglo'pa~. Eurtherchange in the future" could' be "expected,

barring the need to take .j.ntoacoount new' imnigrantS ,and confinued

fertility decline seemsI' likely as the perfect contraception regi.tce

~ universaL . But I am less certainwhet.lter the family

oatp:)sition, now that it has becate ,focused on the nuclear family,

will converge ,on the white Anglo pattern' or tend to develoP towal:d,

the pattern displayed by the other large eccnanically depressed

mioority,blacks •

----~.--'-

, "

.~r .
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E. FUture Labor Force Participatia1 Rates

Participation rates reflect nany facet$ of the organizatiQ'l of

society and ecoIlO1W. . Anong men, labor force partiCipation: approaches '.

universality at ages 30 to 50 and no change is anticipated by I'lDst

projectors. For younger men the age' trajectory of participation in the

labor force depends on the quantity of schooling C<X1Suned, the need.

for an availability of part-time jobs, the job and earning prospects _

for teenagers of' various levels of formal education, and so forth.

For older men, the age trajectory of declining participation in the

labor force depends on Social Security rules and benefit levels, an array

of silni1a:r::' rules and levels from goverrnnental and private retirenent "

funds, Personal choices and contractual agreements regarding retirement,

the ability of the econoIl'!Y to provide full or part-tine jobs for olda::-.

persons, political and economic decisions affecting danand far the '.:

supply of such jd:>s, and other such factors.

Dem:lgraphic trends determine the number of rren of each age, and _. - .....

hence affect the maximum potential supply of rren to the labor force.

Large fluctuaticns fran the projected szrooth trends in ncrtality and

migration could, as I suggested in seetlcn A, affect labor force supply

and, in cases of major social upheaval, participation rates. Changing

fertility rates or marriage pattems coo.ld have sane effect on male

"labor force participation. Higher ages at zrarriage and lower fertility

rates tend to defer to later ages the· assUI'C'ption of family financial

responsibilities and hence facilitate spending t.i..ne in education rather

than in the labor force. For longer-tenn projections, consunption

of higher education seems likely to depend on the distribution of family

size, which affects the ability of families to save and pay for higher

educatioo for theii:' children.

AnDng 'V.OllleIl, labor force participation is nore of an open

choice than it is for men. At no stage in the life cycle are ferrale

participation rates as high as male participation rates. But during the
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last half century them has been a dramatic upward novenent in female

participation rates, and the greatest variance in projections of

future aggregate rates hinges on the projections of future trends for

t«Jm:m. All of the direct aId indirect denographic influences on nale

labor force participation also apply to females, and in additioo

there is a large influence of fertility. '!he presence of young

children in the hare is a great deterrent to a woman taking paid

enp1oynelt. Although participation rates for nothers of young children

have been increasing shaJ:ply, in 1973 two-thirds of waren aged 20 to 24

who had infants at horre were out of the labor force.. 'Ihese trends

are portrayed in Figure 6.

~~'1he-best-perspective"on-rising-femaleparticipation-rates is

obtained fran cohort data•. In Figure 3, age patterns of labor force

participation are portrayed for alternate five-year birth cohorts of

tonen, fran the 1886-90 cohort (sweet, 1975 :3.> • The age profile for

the oldest cohort is rather flat; at each age only about one of eNery

five w:::rcen ~ked. Single~ fran iJ:rpoverished backgrourrls

sametim:!s worked for a few years before marriage, and married~

"trourked if "they were the victims of one misfortune or another wh~ch

deprived them of adequate support by a husband" (SImlts, 1971:51).

Taking the 1886-90 cohort as a reference point, rapid change is

apparent for succeeding cohorts (Taeuber and sweet, 1976:51-52):

we see anong subsequent cooorts two separate patterns of change,
each of which has been remarkably Persistent for nore than half
a" century. one pattern is for each successive cohort of worren
to begin their working ages with greater participatirn rates.
'!here are some irregularities in the hietarchical arrangenent
of the rates for the successive cohorts at younger ages, but
a perfect ordering appears at all ages above thirty•••.

'!he type of change in which each successive cohort begins a
p:rocess with higher rates than the preceding cohort nay be
callEd generational change. A second type of change is
indicated by a change in the shape of the age-curve for
SUCgessive cohorts; this is life-cycle or career change••••
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Figure 6. Labor Force Participation Rates"".

of Women ,Living with Spouse and Children
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• ;0 • '!be..d.ro'po£f:i.n labor force participation as wanen IlDVe through
the early stages of family formatioo and care for preschool
children gradually diminished, so that forth;·· cohorts of
[1936-40] and later, labor force participation at ages twenty-five
to twenty-nine was nearly as great as at ages twenty to twenty-four.
As walEn nove into the later stages of family naturation, in which
all of the children are in school and the oldest are leaving
hale, labor force participation rates rise from their minimum
levels, and the anount of that rise has been increasing.

'1be cx:mtinuity ofl:x:>th generatiooal and career changE! through nore

than half a centuz:y is extrao:rdinary. Inspection of Figure 3 does

not easily reveal the expected influence of the Depression, the

ecarxmi.c expansicn and shortage of males of i'k>rld War II, and the

rapid rise in child-eare burden that occurred during. the baby bocm,

nor is it easy to perceive the effects of terrporal fluctuatioru;; in the
---------

industrial and occupational structure or in the associated demand for

female enployees. Few social trends of the last half century have

.been so regular.

In Figure 3, the early experience·of the Il'Ost recent cohortS

indicates unusually great generatiooal change. It is these cohorts

that are manying later, divorcing frequently, and having few children.

It is these cohorts .whose early labor force experience is simultaneous

with the growth of the w:>rrerl I s liberation ITOverent and equal rights

legislaticn and affirmati\Ie action programs. If Figure 3 is.used as

a basis for tracing the future trajectory of errployrrent for these

l«Irell, continued rapid increases in female labor fo:rce participation

rates can be expected.

No trend continues forever, and projectors of future female labor

force participation rates must decide Upan a projection technique ·that

does not allow the rates to climb to "unreasonable" levels. For the

1976 Bureau of Labor Statistics projectioos of the labor force

(Fullerton and Flaim, 1976), a linear regression technique is used to
I

fit a trend to the 1955-75 participation rates, by age and sex. It is

assumed that the rate of change determined for 1955-75 will gradually
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diminish in the future so as to reach zero in 20 years. '!bus, bebleen,
-.

1975 and 1980. the projectioo is nearly linear, by 1990 it ~s .well belcw

a 'linear extrapolation, and after 1995 Participation rates are~

to be Constant..

A cross-sectiooal rather than a oohort view of trends in female

labor force partlcipation is givan in Figure 7. '!he BIB project:ial

represents an effort to draw lines for future years on this chart,
utilizing past trends along vertical lines (age groups) to calculate

how much higher to draw each future line. By scaling the rate ,of

change down to zero over 20 years, the ulti.mateparticipation rates

for waren rerrain wellbelCM those for neIl in each age group.

~ sarre basic data underlie Figures 3 and 7. '!he cohort array

in Figure 3 presents a !TOre regular appearance, and I think a technique

for projecting cohort: participation rates would start with a ncre ':

regular set <?f past trends than obtains for the cross-secticnal array.

'!he dranatic shift in the frequency and timing of w:>rk in the fE;!!male

life cycle does not yet seem to have nm its qourse. Indeecl', even if'

generatia'lal change were to diminish to zero over a 2o-year period,

career change would nevertheless be ~ted to altar participation
. .

rates during the 4o-year working-life-cycle of wanen starting their

lalx>r force careers 20 years fran now.

The lTOSt :i.Irportant advantage of the cohort representation is that

it nore readily fits a sociological or socioecalanic perspective 00

the character of change. '!he advantages of a cohort perspective on

fertility are well recogniZed by makers of population projectialS.

. I .believe the same advantages obtain for the making of labor farce

participation rate projecticns. .'!be cross-sectional. extrapolaticns

mayor may not make sense \\ben translated into cohort temIs, but

until that step is taken there is inadequate basis for evaluating their

reasonableness either as fonnal extrapolations or as representati(llS

. of plausible trajectories for future behavior.
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Figure 7. Labor Force Participation ~ates by Age for Women

in 1940, 1950, 1960 and 1974, and for Men in 1974
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The fannulation of projections is a thankless task, particularly-'. '

if the formulator is a:mstrained to choose a best forecast or to

emphasize only a narrow range of alternates. Criticism can be leveled

fran nany directions. The title of a recent article-liThe Great

Labor Force Projection Deba.te"-suggests that any labor force ....

projection will serve as a target for critics to shoot at, and shoot

they do (Rosenb1mn, 1973). Rosenb1mn identified bxJ broad classes '

of change in p~cipation rates, induced and autonarrous. 'lhe first"

class is rrore narrowly econanic. "Changes in labor force size

are ••• induced by changes in demand at given wage rates" (p. 122)."

Changes in demand, depend on how closely actual economic circumstances

rratch the assumptions (often irrp1icit rather than explicit) of the

BLS projections, and on other aspects of structure am change in t1lli!- ----:
ecol1Cl1\Y. . Au:to.noJ:rous forces are those noneconanic social and

psy.cbo1ogical factors that shift the response of the potential labor',-·

force to aggregate job opportmities. In the real ~r1d.. of course,

each cause affects and is affected by each other, so that it is

difficult to delineate causes and to trace their IlUltua1 interactions.

In an earlier paper "On the Accuracy of Labor Force Projections,"

Rosenb1mn (1972:24) identified autonorrous1y changing female labor

force participation rates as one of the major sources of inaccuracy:

This shift in participation patterns has been well beyond a
level explainable by economic factors, that is, increased
demand and wage levels, alone. The magnitude of the shift
suggests the influence of social and psychological factors
in addition to the econanic ones, and to an interaction ano.ng
them.

Sorce of these factors reflect the changing role of \\ailI3Il in
society: grCMing \',Ork aspirations (backed up by statutoz:y
safeguards to prevent sex discrimination), greater willingness
of rrothers and errp10yers to use child-care faci1iti~, the
need for npre than one household paycheck, caused both by
inflationary pressures and the steadily rising Anerican

, standard of .living, plus the postponing or foregoing of

0'1:

,
~\
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traditional family and childbearing responsibilities by many
yotmg waren. While there may be asyrrptotic limits to grCMth
in participation rates, these arrl additional factors hint
that females, age 20-54, have not reached them yet.

All of the factors IreIltioned by Rosenbltnn as operating in the

late 1960s and early 1970s have continued through the mid-1970s.

'!he rising divorce rates; the increased separaticn of childbearing

fran marriage; the sizable changes in wanen' s attitudes about their
I

rights in the lalx>r market arrl their roles in the home (Mason, Czajka,

and Arber, 1976); and the increased tendency for the yotmg, the old,

and the divorced to establish their own households 'are other factors

conducive to continued rise in female labor force participation.
~turnin(rto-Figure~3-arfd--t:ne~pervasive-pattem6fcareer-cna.nge;-t

believe that for each birth cohort of w:men, experience with paid

enployIreIlt at each life cycle stage influences labor force' participation

at later stages. As employment l:lefore marriage and early in marriage

be<:x:xtes nore and nore c::c:nm::m, shorter and fewer interruptions for

childbearing and child-rearing are likely, and higher proportions of

the oooort will work at later a~es. In both the life cycle of the

. individual and in the life cycle of a cohort, early experience
. .

calC1i.tioris later experieno=. I expect the "autanonous" factors

increasing female labor force supply to continue to be enorrrously

pJWer.ful, arrl I do oot firrl evidence for an early slowing of the trend.

Forthcoming extensions of the 1976 labor force projections

proviae separate particip3.tion rates and estimates of 1ab::>r force

size by color: whites, and "blacks and others." The color projections

.are accarplished by splitting a projection of the total labor forCe

rather than by separate assessnent of trends in each group. The

ratio of the participation rate for blacks and others to the labor. ' . ./

force rate for all persons, within each age-sex group, was calculated

for the base Period, 1955-75. ~e trend in these ratios was projected,
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with cx:mstraints, prodUCing thJ:ee series: divergence, limited

.divergence, and convergence. The latter two series indicate

(according to preliminazy tables) virtual convergence by 1985 in'

black andwhite.fenale participation rates at ages 35-64, but

continued sharply higher white participation rates at age$ 16-25.

Again I have difficulty evaluating the projectioo, for the

technique while sinple and neatly adapted to the neoo to keep

separate white and black projections consistent with total projections,

does not fit readily into any conceptual perspacti.ve on the process

of changing participaticn rates. Analytically it is preferable to

examine the trend in rates for each subgroup.

For ~can-Arcericansno projections have yet been attercpt:ed.

The pau:::ity of long-teDll trend data dictates sate m::::rlification in

technique. The paucity ofr~ on this segnent of the labor

force nakes difficult the fonnulatian of "reasonable" assurrptions

about future trends. The situation is similarly tmfavorable for

Atrerican Indians and other srrall minority groups.

'. ' I
. I

• !
"
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F. Residence and'~loyrtent in Cities, Suburbs, and" Nonmatropolitan Cotmties*

Suburbanization. During the 1960s the United States reached another

landmark with respect to the spatial clistribution of its p::>pulation:

llDre persons living in suburbs than in central cities or in the aggregate

of OOImetrop::>litan places. Suburbanization has always been an,: integral

part of the growth and ~ion of urban life around selected nodal

points in the American landscape. During the rapid urban ~ion of

the 19th century, cities had the l,X)litical capacity to expand their

boundaries so as to incorporate the grcMth that occurred at their

per~. A strong rroverrent- toward local camunity autononw crippled

the annexation process in many states arouna the tUrn of the century,
----- ~ ---------- -~-~-~-----~----_._.~-_._- - ----" --"---- ---

and political and fiscal differentiation between central city and

suburb was facilitated.

With .inprovem:mts in interurban and intraurban fonns of

transportation and camumication, rapid J;X:>pulation ooncentration in

metropolitan places was acconpmi.ed by the spreading out of each

netropolis. '!he severe depression in the 1930s and the channeling'of

the prodootive processes of a revived econonri tcMaJ;d the war effort in

the early 1940s slowed the suburban spread. The postwar increases

in construction activities, housing, manufacturing, and OOI'l'Il'erce outside

the political botmdaries of central cities were continuations of

earlier tre!lds, but at such ,a new scale as to warrant the public

attention devoted to suburbanization. Rapid redistribution of

populatioris and activities has altered significantly the structure

of the rretropolitan landscape. 'lhe rrW.tinucleated .predaninaptq", .

medimn or low density envirorment has becoroo llDre characteristic

than,:tl'Je traditional high,'density big city.

* ~l.i.ssection,draws heavily and, directly from a manuscriptl?repared

for ne by Franklin D. Wilson. His research on· tresetopics will be

reported in much greater detail in, his forthcani.ng book, 'Residential

CopsurrPtion, Econanic 9I?P?rtunities and Race. '
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A200-year perspective on the ex>ntinuirig redistribu~ of' .

activities nakes quite evident that 't:he spatial stru:::ture of

metrofOlitan areas is still in the process of evolving'. Practically

every new develol=llElt in the techoology of transportation and
commmication, building designs and operations, marketing techniques

a.rd organizational fonns, tends to effect the rranner in which

residences, ~rJq)laces, and other social and cultural. settings are 

spatially distributed within metrop:>litan areas.

In'. previous publications I have reviewed the residential

redistribution of rretrop:>litan FOpulation between 1960 and 1970,

with particular attention to racial aspects (Taeuber, 1975a, 1975b;

Taeuber and Taeuber, 1976). I shall give brief attention here to

develo};l1'leIlts since 1970. 'Trend data for 1970-74 are given for the

total fX)pU1atioo in Table 2 and far the black p:>pulation in Table 3.

In 1974, approximately 38.6 percent of.the total united states
population lived' in the suburbs of metropolitan areas. SUburbs

increased their share of the total by 1.5 percent· from 1970 to 1974.

During these foUr years suburban areas grew at an average annuai rate

of 2.0 percent, while central cities declined at an annual rate of

Q.4 percent. Decade by decade an increasing number of central cities,

particularly the older larger ones locked in fran areal expansion,

have been losing };X)pulation, but only in the last· feM years has this

process reached the· point of decreasing aggregate central city

p:>pulation. The national rate of growth has slowed in b'le 1970s, and

the suburban rate has also slowed, but the differential between city

a.r:d suburban rates has widened. '!he redistribution of metropolitan

populatim has not yet run its course.

'!be underlying causes of the redistribution of 1X>pulation are

nurrerous and nutually intertwined. AnDng them are these six, all

of which continue in force and seem likely to be active for many years

to CCIlB:

--"-'-'-~'~- ------~~---

,..

~.

',.,
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'nmle 2. OISTRIBUTICN OF '!lIE l?OPOLATICNBY l-tErROl?OLITAi.'l STA'lUS,
1970 A.."'ID 1974

NlmiJer (tlDusands)
TYPe of Residence 1974 1970

Percent
1974 1970

Average Annual
Percentage Change

1970-74 1960-70

Total

!rt:rt:mpo1itan

,.,central Cities

-SUburbs--

Nonmetropo1itan

208,105

142,223

61,836
80,386-

65,882

199,819
137,058

.~2,876

74,1:82

62,761

100.0

68.3

29.7

38.6
31.7

100.0

68.6

31.5

-31;1

31.4

1.0

0.9
-0.4'

2.-0

1.2

1.3

1.5

0.6

2.4

0.7

SClJOCE: u.s. Bureau of the census, 1975c: Table 15.

~-:. .:.
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Table 3. DIS1RIWTION OF THE BU\CK POroLATlOO BY ME'lroPOLITANSTATUS, 1970 AliI) 1974

Average Annual
'IYPe of Resi~ Nunber (thousands)· Percentage Black Percentage Chan9!=!

1974 ·1970 1974 1970 1960 1970-74 1960-70

Total 23,626 22,056 11.3 11.1 10.6 1.4 1.8 0\
\.II

Metrop:>litan 17,878 16,342 12~5 11.9 10.7 2.2 2.7

central Cities 13,777 12,909 22.3 20.5 16.4 1.6 2.9

Suburbs 4,101 3,433 5.0 4.6 4.8 4.4 2.3

Nonm3trop:>litan 5,748 5,714 8.8 9.1 10.3 ·0.1 -.05

. saJICE: u.S. Bureau of the Census, 1975a: Tables 2, 5, 6•

; .. .
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1. 1IrpJ:oVE!ltel1ts in· the highway tr'~rt:atia>. ne~rk, especially

the integration of IiBjor intraurbanhighWaysystems with major

interurban thoroughfares. The energy crisis has not yet sbJwn signs

of greatly altering ·the widespread use of the aut.Cllcbile. Doubled

or quadrupledinvestIIents in nass transit systems t even if forthcani.ng,

cannot be expected to have much inpact on the broad features of

netrop>litan population distribution, except perhaps in a few places.

2. '!he spread of urban arrenities to subw:ban districts. 'lhi.s

includes shopping centers, office buildings, sports and cultural

facilities, and so forth. '!he central business districts have been

+8Si.ng/.~~l!i! inm:>;re cmq.]tD~ functions,' oot solely in retail

trade.

3. '1t1e contirilJed dSnand far single family detached dwelling

Wli.ts, even if in the form of i.rmDbile ItDbile banes. '!he general

denand for low density envi.ronrrents also affects the ki.n1s of apartment

__stJ:u:tur:es being built, and their locatioos.

4. The political and fiscal structure of metropolitan areas, which

allows subuxban residents to express a demand for a narrow mix of

. public goods that reflects thl; preferences of residents, pennits a low

... tax rate, and sustains property values according to traditional· criteria.

5:' The desire for less congestion, less mise, cleaner air and

. water. Of course, some central city neighborhoods outrank many

suburbaIl neighlx>rh:xXls on these criteria, but particularly for residential

neighborhoods the net balance seems likely to rarain overwhelmingly

with the suburbs.

6. The whole corrplex of prd:>lemsmaking up the crisis of. the

central cities. 'lhese can be viewed as consequence as well as cause

. Qg..t:I~z~tian,. but. tb9 processes have.proceeded to such a degree

as to seem generally irreversible. '!he racial, econanic, and sbcial

c:::lass carpositim of central cities has changed. The residential housing

stock in many central cities largely p~edates the Depression, and has

suffered severely from inadequate naintenance" and rehabilitation. And

so forth through the familiar lital'1y.



As the prqx>rticn of the population living in suburban .areas .has ..
increased, so, with a lag, has the proportion of· young adults bom

and raiSed in suburban settings. large nUIIbers of the white children

born during the baby boom \'od1o are rY:M entering the labor force and

establishing households have little persooal experience of tb!!

traditional Arterican rural fann or srrall town society or of the

bustling, crowded. large central city. The sub~ experiences and

attittrles of these persons nay have a profound effect on shaping the

spatial, socioeconomic, and political structures of rretropolitan

areas in years to cone. Fava (1975:15) has forrcUl1.ated three

provoca.tive hypotheses about this effect:

1. Being suburban born am reared will exert a strong influence
tc:wa.rd preferring suburban residence in the future.

2. Suburbanites are nore locally-oriented in their contacts, a
characteristic which is likely to intensify as there are nore
suburbanites whose life histoxy is subuxban. .

3. Suburban attitudes to.vard blacks and toward big-city prcblems
can best be described as tolerant aloofness and
non-involvem:mt••••

Enpirica1 evaluation of these and similar hypotheses about generatialal

change constitutes one of the research frontiers for urban sttrlies.

'!he suburbanization process has never been as hatogeneously "young

middle-class white family II as some sociologists and social carmentators

have su:Jgested. Participants in suburban growth have been an

increasingly heterogeneous mixtUre with resPeCt to social class, i.ncane,

and family type. With each p:lSsing year the residential carpositian of

suburban areas has becone nore and nore differentiated as a result of

aging of the housing stock, changing patterns of new cqnstructicn, and

increasing construction of aPart.rrents. 'lheyoung singles and the aged,

the low- and high-ineare families, have joined the middle-incxme

husbarrl-wife-grcMing children families, ar:d the suburban errpty-nest

couples and wic:lc1.Ys have shown little inclination to nove into the central

city.



'!be,~cipation of blacks in the subw:banizatioo process has

" been very slight. . In .1960 .blacks constituted 40·8 percent ,of the

aggregatesubw:banJ;OpulatiCll, (Table 3) , 'and many· of ·these blacks

lived in loncrestablished black neighborhcxxJs of sdU~m towns

and villages thatbecane suburban by dint of the metroJ;Olis' expanding,

around them. By ~970 the suburban black percentage had droppe1 to

4.6, but f.tan 1970· to 1974 it increased to 5.0. '!be armual rate of

increase in suburban black J;Opulation during those four years was a

very high 4.4 percent. Increasing suburban heterogeneity and increasing

black econanic status have produced an enornous potential for rcore

blaCk suburbanizatien (Herma1in and Farley, 1973; Sternlieb and Lake,

1975).
---

. '!be aggregate CUrr~t Population Survey data that dOCUI1l3Ilt the

recent upsurge in black ~uburbanizaticnhave not provided us with

infornatiCll on the darographic and soci.oecooomi.c characteristics of

the- black suburban migratione Nor have the data sources indicated

whether the blacks are ItDV'ing into subutbsin the highly segregated

pattems of the past, or whether there is reduced racial discrimination

.and a greater dispersal. During the 1950s and 1960s, black suburbanization'

entailed the expansioo of heavily black ghettos in older industrial

suburbs and the establishment and expansiCll of selected black residential

enclaves (Connolly, 1973; Taeuber and Taeuber, 1976). Whether there

is a nEM facet to the post-1970 trend canoot be determined yet.

A substantially increased black middle class novementto the suburbs,

even if in a racially concentrated. rather than dispersed pattern, has

J;Otential1y great import 'for the central cities. '!he racial trend in

suburbanization must be watched very closely and available data should

be examined in rcore detail.

'!he metrot:olitan residential deconcentration has spurred, and

been spurred by, an extensive deconcentration of workplaces. Historically

the amtralizat.1on of enployment activities in the central core of

IretroJ;Olitan areas was influenced by the central confluence of the rail,

- -- .. --
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highway, and water transportation neb«>rks. lhe high costs of 11DVinc.i
goods and people made central accessibility valuable. ' only the -, ,

w:ban core initially supported themban infras~e, permi.ttinq

specializatioo and an efficient division of labor. During the laSt

half centuz:y one after another of the cxnstraints on periP1eral

location has diminished, and "negative externalities" associated with

congested, highly taxed central locations have increased.
, ,

The decentralizaticn trend was led in the 1940s and 1950s by

industries that were ~ding or newly developing and by retail

trade in convenience goods. During the rnid-1960s many central cities

experienced a new boan in office constructicn, and a number of observers

thought that headqlJarter and main office functions" financial and

marketing activities, and many professional and specialized services

would continue to require central locatioo.Because such industries

are the expanding };X)rtion of the FOstindustrial service eoononrl, these

observers forecast a rew vitality for the central business district.'·'

Evidence culled fran 1970 census data and the 1973 COUnty Business

Patterns i.ndi.cates that the long-run treIxls' may not fol.low such a neat

divisicn of ftmctioo favoring the central city and that the opti.mi.sm

engendered in the mid-1960s may have arisen 'fran Particular short-nin"

cycles (5trllyk and James, 1975; Wilson, 1976, 1977).

Wilson utilized census public use sanple tapes to obtain an array

of infonnatioo on enploynent location for personS in 25 major

industrial categories and in 9 major occupational categories. In 1960,

a majority of the rretropolitan enployrrent in 23 of the 25 industries. '

(all but agriculture and mining) was located in central cities, and far

8 of the 25 the central city share of anployrrent exceeded 70 percent.

By 1970, 5 other industries had a submban majority, and for only 1 did

the central city share exceed 70 percent. M::>st significant, for~

industry (except agriculture' and rniriing) the central city share of

netropolitan enployrrent declined. Considering absolute nurrbers of

e.nployees by locatioo, for only 10 industry groups did central city,

\
:j,
";
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etploynBlt increase, \Otlile subUrban enployment in:reased for 21

industries. Specifically, suburban enp10yment grcMth- Was greater

than central ci~ enployment growth in the 1960s in finarx::e, business

services, professional services, and public administration. .

o::cupatianal statistics-also doc\.mEnt that ~ suburban enployrrent

shift has been a 'broad process. The central city share of enploymant

declined from 5 to 11 Percentage points for each major occupation.

'!he 1970 central city share of enploynent ranged only narrowly, fran

51 percent for private household workers to 61 percent for sales and

clerical workers.

If theprcx:ess',CQ1tinues of increasing suburban representation

of -workplaces in nearly every industJ:y and for workers of all types,

fUrthermajor redistribUtIon may -be ~table. . '!he need fo~ easy

-access to other busines~ fir:ms and auxili&y services has been cited

as. probably the single IlDSt iIrportant factor carx1t.eive to central

1ocatioo of management and centrol functions and associated activities.

,.~~ availability of su::h access in suburban locations fuels the

-relocation of IlDre su:h activity, and the central city, lOcus of so many

djsad~tages from b'1e perspective- of top exceutives, loses another of

its fornerly unique advantages. '!he nonentum of suburban growth may

yet be increasing. At what point in the futpl:e to project a slowing of

this rrarentum and at what p:lce rena.ins a provocative and controversial

questicn. SUrely the process will not continue until all of the

physical structures of the central city have been abandoned, all the

people relcx::atec1, and the central city converted into an e.npty core.

1m.y lOng-sustained process of redistribUtion eventually alters the

cooditicn that gave rise to it, and new political, scx:ial, econanic,

and technological forces cOne into play.

camuting and the Job/Residence Mismatch. '!he continual

redistribution of -'anployrnent and residential locatiClls within

netr6politan areas perpetuates a carplex pattern of camuting. Industrial

locatiOl decisions are affected by the ·residential locatioos of the

current or prospeptive work force, ana household locatiioo decisicns
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are affected by current and prospective jab locations for the lYIE!Ilbers

of the house1'x>ld. The questioo as to how well· these locatioo and

:relocation deCisicns work has provoked lively scOOlarly debate am:mg

urban econcmists and sociologists and has affected various p,lblic

policies, particularly SCIre of ~ efforts undertaken in the 19608'"

war on poverty. The central issue for~ debate and pOlicY

has been whe~ the decentralizatioo of arployment opportunities

has had adverse effects on the eccnanic well-being of central city

workers, particularly the minority fOOr Thhose residential choice ~

has been so tightly oonstrained. . Specifically, to what extent have t.he-"..

high ursnploynent, low wages ,relative to skills, and high

joumey-to-\t.urk costs of central city black residents been aggravated

by the Il'Ovenent of jobs to the subw:bs?

Lack of a conclusive answer is to be ~ted given ~~lexi.ty

of the causal system that needs investigation, the severely limited

quantity of data with appropriate infonnation on residence and workPlace

location, an:l the paucity of trend data on these together with

pertinent individual characteristics. For a brief review of trends

fran 1960 to 1970, I draw en irmovative tabulations of census public

use sarcples prepared by Franklin Wilson (1976, 1977) •.

By 1960, fewer than halt' of whi ....e rretropolitan workers lived and

worked in central cities (Table 4). During the 19608 this proportion

declined another 10. percentage points. Much of the net shift was to

the category, live and work in suburbs. carmuting from suburban

residence to city job increased only slightly in relative proportion,

and COIlIlUlting from city to subum rena.ined infrequent ancng whites.

Arrong black IIetropolitan workers, living and working :in central cities

was the daninant pattem in both 1960 and 1970, and the net shift to

other categories was less for blacks than for whites. '!he largest

:relative gain for blacks was not, as for whites, in the category, live

and work in suburbs, but rather in the category, live in central city
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Table 4. RESIDENCE.AND IDRKPLACE DISTRIBUTION FOR BIJ\CK AND
WHITE mmDPOLiTAN IDRKERS, 1960 AND CHANGE ~960-1970

Residence and ~rkp1ace

Live and W%k,
.central City

Live and ~rk,

---Suburbs
",

Live central City,
Work SUburbs

Live Suburbs,
,_<. tbrk Central City

,
I I

Percent of Matropolitan ~rkers

Blacks Mrites
Change Chaiige

1960 1960-1970 1960 1960-1970

75.1 -7.6 45.7 -10.2

12.7 +0.4 31~0 + 6.8

7.3 +5.5 5.0, + 1.8

4.9 +1.7 18.. 3 + 1.6

&XJ1CE: Tabulations for se1ectednetropo1itan areas prepared by

Franklin D. Wilson from census public use sateple tapes;

- see Wilson, forthcoming.

.,

. ,
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ana work in subUIbs. During the 1960s blacks~ distinctly IIDre

successful at acquiring suburb3n jobs than at acquiring suburban OOusinq.

The data presented thus far on housing decentralizatial, job

decentralizatioo, and city/suburb conmuting are all consistent with

the existence of a large job/residence misrna.tch for blacks. The

implications of this mismatch for black lal:x:>r force experience am

not so clear, whether the concern is wi.th policy implications or wi.th

irrplications for the projectioo of future pattems and problens.

SOle poliCy advocates call for efforts to retain certain kirrls of

errployment in central cities. Such policies mayor may not have slae:!

the job decentralizaticn process, but they obviously have not

halted it. It is oo1:a«>rthy that an expansion of the tabulation in ._

Table 4 to include major cx:x:upation groups r.eveals little additional

variance; the jab/residence mismatch and the associated cx:>nmuting

and residential patterns for blacks and for whites are rather similar:'

at all occupational levels•

.Another policy awroach is to spur city-to-suburb commti.ng by

blacks. '!be ManpcMer RefOrt .of the President (1971:104) sUllmlrized

exper:i.Irents along these lines:

As might be expected, it was found that the demand far
transportation fran slum areas to outlying enployment centers
deperrls on the joo opportunities available to ghetto workers.
I:rrprovec1 transit will reduce uncmployIreIlt only When there are
job openings for the potential users of the services at wages
high enough to cover conmuting expenses. Transpo~tion is
part of a larger problem and needs to be handled as su::h.

In the last feN years increasing lip service has been given to

still another policy to reduce the mismatch--the fostering of. black

residential ITOvexrent to the suburbs. Although a strong legal

franework exists for carbating racial discrimination in housing, and

federal and local gove:rrments have many r:olicy tools at their conmand,

relatively little has yet been done.
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'lbe fOJ:eCaSter I s problem is that black residential suburbanization

and black city-to-suburb ccmnuting have increased, but these trends

and the reasons for than have not yet been subject to analysis. It seens

likely that the continuation of these trends, and the pace at which

they occur, could be strongly affected by various policies that are

receiving much talk but wb::>se adoption and vigb.tOtiS implenaltatian

cannot be predicted.

If new and rapidly~g firms are rrore J..!kelY than others

both to locate in the suburbs and to pay their enployees rrore, then

~ jabs available ~~in the subums would tend to be superior to those

available in the central ci1:ies. 'lhroU~tl ClIlaI.y~J.s;6'f 1.~7QceI1S1.JS data,
WilsoJ1(1977) does find a higher wage rate for suburban workers, after

taking into account a variety of individual characteristics affecting

Wages (for exanple, education, race, occupation, and iniustty)". Is this

higher subw:ban wage characteristic of both white and black workers?

Is it different for suburban residents than for city-suburban conmuters'?

can black workers Who change their workplace location fran central city

to suburb be expected to derive wage benefits'? A series of nore

detailed analyses by Wilson provides soma intriguing tentative answers

for 1969-70.

A set of wage-rate ccrcparisons for black workers is presented in

Table 5. wage rates for blacks who live and/or work in the suburbs

are higher than for blacks who live and work in~ central cities

(first three roWs). For ea.ch of these conparisons, ~re is an 11 to

13 percent wage differential after controlling for selected wage-related

individual attributes. (Although occupation and industry are arrong the

exmtrol variables, no c:::e:tl'pltaticn utili~ing census categories can rule

out detailed differences in job level am responsibilities as a princiPal

deteJ:minant of the wage differentials.) No significant differential

in wages is evident anong blacks WlO C0111Ulte to the city, blacks WlO

cxmnute to the suburbs, and blacks wb::> live and w::>rk in the suburbs.
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'Table 5. IIXJRLYWl-\G:S·"OF BLACK HF.l\a) OF PRIMMtY FAMILIES, BY Rm>IIDI::E AN[) l«lRKPIACE, 1969

Residence and i'brkplace
Standaxd Group eatparisal Gr:oup

lburly
wages of
COOpariscm
Group

Hourly
Wages of
Standard
GrOup

O:ltp:ment Differences
(in peroentage)¥

Maan Wage
Attributes Rate

Live and ~k, Live central City,
central City ltn"k SUburbs $4.44 $3.75 2.15 " li.85

Live SUburl:>s,
......sane U1

"'- ~b:tk central City 4.74 3.75 li.37 12.62

sane Live and W):tk,
SUbw:bs 4.48 3.75 6.42 li.08

Live central City, Live and ltn"k,
l't>rkSuburbs SUbw:bs 4.48 4.44 2.36 1.44

Live ard i'brk, Live SUbw±Is,
" 4.74Suburbs w:>rk central City 4.48 2.15 2.80

AI '!he interactioo cunponent is anitted.

SOOICE: Calculated by ~in D. Wilson fran tabulatioos for selected"l'Ietrqx>litan areas prepared

fran census public use sanple tapes; see Wilson, fort:hcani.ng.

,---- --------- -------_.----_.__.-. ------ - ._-
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Am:mg whites the corresponding table reveals generally srcall wage

differentials,.and tb:>se that appear are a resultprilrarily of

differences in personal attributes rather than in· wage rates. '!bus

the principal feature of this analysis of wage differentials is the

higher ·wage rates earned by blacks who work in the suburbs (tins leaves

as sarewhat ananalous the higher wages eamed by black suburb-to-city

camn.lters). One may speculate that at this late stage in the evolution

of white suburbanizatian there are unlikely to be any long-sustained

wage differentials, but that in the early stages of blaCk suburbanization

there is sarething special about tb:>se suburban enployers that hire

blacks. Might they¢be in high growth industries, and· Irore likely to

adopt not only new p1:Oduct lines, new ~l.og:i.es,. and new
------~------

organizatiooal forms, b,ut also personnel innovations? Do su::h

characteristics of thesta industries engender sona-hat less job

discrimination? Or is it rather that industries engag~ in

:~.i,gnificant new hiring .in recent years have been ~lled by new

govemnental polh."'"Y to hire m:>re blacks at lesser wage differentials?

If either of these speculatioos is true, ,blacks who obtain

suburban jcbs may find job discrimination to be sanewhat less and

oPfX)rtunities for advancement sanewha.t great:er. A ronparisan of

white arXl black wages (Table 6) shows clearly that racial wage

differentials persist for al;l four residence/workplace categories •

.~differential is greater (19 percent) anong those who live and work

in central cities. Again it is possible to read this evidence as

j.ndi.cating that pattems of labor market discrimination against blacks

vary aroong ~iJ:ms and industries, and that the econc:Inic enviro~t

in \\hich '('laW andgrcMing industries nust operate exerts nore pressure

on these industries than on older stable or declining industries to

.ex>nfo:.cm to changing social forces fostering equal opportunity.

CQmUlters between central cities and suburbs probably pay average

comnuting rosts higher than those W:lO live and work within central
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Table 6. IIXJRLY WAGES OF BLlICKS .AND WHITE HFADS OF PRIMl\RY FAMILIES, BY
RESIDEK:E .AND NJRKPLACE, 1969

lbJr1y Hourly eatponent Diff~
Residence and N:>rlcplace wages of .. wages of (in percentage)-

White~ Blacks Mean wage
Attributes Rate

~';,. Live· and N:>rk, central City $5.35 $3.75 22 19 ......
Live and ~k, SUbmbs 5.96 4.48 22 13

......

Live central City, ~k SUburbs 5.57 4.44 15 11

Live SUburbs, N:>rk central City 6.10 4.74 22 9

y'l1le interaction COIrpanent is anitted.

SOOICE: calculated by Franklin D. Wilson·fran tabulations for selected niab:cpo1itan. areas
prepared fran census pi>lic use semple tapesJ see Wilson, fort:hcaning.
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cities or ~ithin stiburbs. Yet b.cmnuters didnot,- according to this

1969-70 evidence, J;E:!Ceive higher wages. Wage rates for family heads

who 'WOrk full tine are ordinarily high enough so "that .contmlting costs

are a srrall portian of total remuneration. For secorrlary workers in

a family, partiCularly wqnen and teem.gers seeking part-~ work,

the t:ine and m::>I?,ey costs 'of Job search and ,ccmnuUng pose a far

greater hw:dle to employrrent. It \\Uuld be appropriate to devote greater

effort in analysis of the job/residence mismatch hypothesis to these

groups in the m:i.l-lority p::>pulaticn. Black waren and tee.ragers have high

unemploynBlt rates when the ec0l'D'lW is bocrni.ng and very high

unarployrrent rates at all o~r times. Discourag~t~an looking for

work is also very ,prevalent arrong these groups.. If 'residential

suburbanizatic:n: or other trends were to increase enployrrent

opportunities for black warren and teenagers, there could be· very

sharp rises in :¢ates of lal:x>r force participatioo.

'D1e Amazing Nonrcetropolitan 'I'liinaround.· '!he projector must

ascertain mich':past trends will continue with undirniriished vigor,

which need to be eXtrapolated with a darrpeni.ng factor, and, nest

difficult of all, which PaSt trends will be reversed. 'Ihebottom line'
, ,

of Table 2 reveals' an exarrple of a trend that has reversed, nest

unexpect~y, withenorrrous consequences for the future distribution

of population and ,ecoromic activity. NJnmetropolitan population had

a higher average ann~l percentage ~ge in 1970-74 (1.2 percent)

than did netroFOlitanpopulation change (0.9 percent). In 1960-70
,

the netropolitan p:::>pulatian grew faster. Indeed, througmut Ol;lr national

history, except for lilni.too periods of, hom:steading arrl new s~ttlem:mt

of agricultural territf)ry, increasing concentratic:n of people,' in 'cities
I

and netrop::>litan areas', has been the d6mi.np.nt distributional trend.
. ' . . ~

stone walls rOOanderihg through th~ woods testify that ImlCh of.. - ., .

rural New England was once nore densely settled than'it is now. M:>st

of the natioo' s farmland was initially occupied at much higher densities
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than coUld be sustained for long, particularly in the face of 20th

centur:yagricultural rrechanization. The steady rise in 23ize of

farms, drop in' nurrber of farms, and decrease in farm pOpu!ati.a1

prcx1uced a persistent deriogra{irlc quirk. As the total u.s.
fOpulation grfM decade by decade, nore and nore of the natioo's

counties lost population. Between 1950 and 1960, half of aU COlmti.es

lost J?OFU1aticn, and four-fifths had'a net outmigration (Beale am
Fu9Uitt, 1976). The mild darrpening of this trend that was apparent

in the 1960-70 data turns out in retrospect to ha·ve been the

harbinger of rapid change since 1970. Fran 1960 to 1970, 44 percent
of counties lost population, and 69 percent experienced net outmigratioo.

Fn:m 1970 to 1974, fewer than one-fourth (23 percent) of counties lost

poI;W.aticn, and only 37 percent did not have net imnigratioo.

The nfM nonmetropo1itan populaticn surge has two carponeni:S.

One is the sprawl of people and economic activities oU:twaI."Cl fran

rretropolitan nodes. 'lOOse nonmetropolitan counties that are adjacent

to counties fornally part of Standard ~tropolitan Statistical Areas

had an armual rate of net migraticn of -1.23 percent in the 1950s,

-.54 in the 1960s, and -f:.67 in the early 19705. '!be second CCJIPOnent

is an equally large migraticn change for nonadjacent counties: -.53

in the 1950s, -.85 in the 1960s, and +.52 in the early 19705 (Beale

and Fuguitt, 1976:Table 2).

Assessment of the new trend is based on armual county population

estimates of total fOpulaticn that do not pravide, evidence on age,

sex, race, or social and economic attributes, and on ~rent POpulatioo

S\llVey data that do oot provide sufficient evidence on geogra];ili.c

location. Thus only limited analysis has yet been possible. Beale am
Fuguitt (1976; see also Beale, 1975) have perfonta:1 some analyses

utilizing selected county attributes: presence' of a state college

in the county, presence of a militazy base, attraction of the COlmty to
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retirees, pel:Centage of black persons, agricultural arployment, and

nanufacturing excployment~ '!hese factors constitute a set of obvious

first causes that might pennit us to explain the new trerx:l as ~i.nply

conforming to previous patterns. None of them suffices. lmy

progzx>sticationof future distributional trer:ds should take cognizance

of the scale and pel:Vasiveness of the new trend (Beale and Fuguitt, 1976):

'!be United States has entered a period of greatly redu=ed
growth for its najor netropolitan areas and of largely
unpredicteddenDg:ta~crevival for rrost 'of its rural and

, small town areas. IkM long this will last is unk:now:n, but
the effect is already significant ani none of us has ever seen
its like before. '!he net nove!m3Ilt into the nonnetropolitan
areas is fOil as rapid as the rrovement out of them was in
the 1960s.... '!he new pattern is not nerely a heightened

"metropolitansptawl nor a feature of a few areas or 'a limited
number of circumstances. .

- - - ~

.- ~~Will~tne-sh:i.ftiIi-thed; iect.ion-of--net Irigration result nerely
in an Urbanization of nore sections of the COtmtl:y or a greater
contextual ruralization of a larger segrrent of the population?
Perhaps both will occur, though••• i:b3 nost rapid nonmetropolitan

___ .. _ growth in the 1970s was in entirely- rural COtmties. Under
conditions of general affluence, low total population increase,
easy access to all areas, nodemizatians of rural life, and large
metroIx>litan concentrations in which the advantages of urban life
are seen to be dim:i.nished, a downward shift to smaller camu.mi.ties
may be both feasible and desirable •

.::.:. - .. '!he projection of the national nan~ future has attracted

.. -,: the greatest effort and attention, yet the shifting g~aphic locus

'_. ,..of PQI:W.ation and ercployment is a nore volatile process than change
../

in the national aggregate. T'ne continued deconcentraticn of matropolitan

residences and workplaces and the nEM nanmetropolitan growth trend

need to be brought within the domain of ongoing manp:>~ projection

efforts. Evaluation of past policies (area redevelol.=lteIlt,growth

centers, new towns) as well as realization of the nEM interest in

naticnal land use, growth, and distributional policies requires increased

investIrent in the nonitoring of' trends in economic and deIn::>graphic

J:edistributicn, in the econanic and sociological analysis of those

trerrls, and in the effort to construct useful projections of Mlat the

future nay confront us with.
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G. The Art and Strategy of Population and Labor Fbrce Projections

Preparing a projecticn is difficult am tedious \«>rk. When I

, began this examination of current projections I had oopes of

preParing sorre alternative projections for blacks and for

Mexican-AIrericans. S.i.rrple denograpuc projection m:x1els, after all,

are readily available and OPerable at rrost conputer centers. I,

overlooked the enomous arrount of detailed groun~rk that needs to

be done before OI)e can plug data into the nodel and grind out results.

The nethoClological descriptions in the refOrts of the 1975 population '

projections and ,the 1976 labor force projections ar~ an object ,lessal,"

One IIllSt be consistent in the treat:rrent of IX>Pulation residents abroad"

persans in the arrred forces in the United States or abroad, institutianal

p:Jpulation, residential allocation of college stu::1ents, correction of

base data series for kncMn net undercOtIDt, mi.niIm.:Im age for tallying.

labor force involvem=nt, and so forth. The Current Population SUrveys,

censuses, and vital statistics must be brought into a ccmron framework

of definitions and adjust:rrent, and trend series in each must be adjusted

for t.errp:>rally changing procedures. 'l"he projectors at Census and Labor

have Perforned well a prodigious arrount of work.

The person who'would make an unofficial projectioo needS easy

access to t.'1ese specially prepared data series. Infornal cooperation

often suffices to make such background available to others, but

persormel turnover or pressures of other work saretiIres nake infontal

channels ineffective. Each najor projecticn agency should allocate

resources to fonral dOCl.IIIaltaticn of procedures arrl facilitation of

access to all of the rreaningful background work.

The purfX)ses served by projections are nanifold, but the potential

value of projections, as identified by a n~r of authors, is not

very fully realized. Perhaps the authors overestimate the ability of

managers and plarmers to manage and plan, or Perhaps ~ managers and
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planners find sanething lacking in the projections that are made

available. Conceptual m:dels of raticnal planning certaiiu.y call tar
intensive use of altemative projections as a basic tool. Is it the

case tha~ the projecticn ftmetion is too isolated from the management

functicn, or that too few resources are devoted to projection to permit

it to be a fl~le tool? I am a carplete outsider with respect to

the organization charts, fonral and infornal, of the Depart:m;;mt c;>f

Iabor, and I si.nply raise these questions without any ability to

answer i:J:l=m~ It appears, hoWever, that labor force projectian is

a sporadic effort, that eVery few years a set of revised projections

is prepared. Projection is a highly cx:>nplex task, requiring not only

technical exj?ertise but a professicnal familiarity with a broad array
., <., ..• ' •

of social science research and data sources and the capacity to

exercise-joogtrent iriffiechoIce and matching of teclmiques and

assumpticns. Ideally the projector should also be engaged in interpretinq ,

the alternative, projecticns to clientele in the Department of Labor,

and in preparing and assessing further alternatives to neet varioUs

specific needs as they ar~ expressed. 'lhese tasks cannot be performed

adequately on sI;Oradic part-time assignment.
"

In the ideal circumstances envisioned by those authors who

describe the uses of projecticns and by those mo fonnulate rrodels of

rational rnanagerrent, projection is recognized as a process' rather

than a sporadic event. It is taken for 9ra.nted that the future is .. '

not predictable, that as it unfolds our ass'I.m'q?tions aOOut its course

are subject to change, that indeed the very process of projection is

designed to facilitate interference with the course of events so

that the future may be altered. If projectioos areinterrnittently

prepared by personnel who usually ~ve other resp:>nsibilities, without

close and continual interacticn of these personnel with the presumed

COnst:lIlers of the projecticns, then projections cannot live up to treir
prani.se.
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Even a rather narrow nanagenent utilization of projeqtions cannot

be well done with:>ut a continuing assignnent of professional staff to

projectim duty. Assune a dan:m1 for the best lO~ or 2D-year

projectim, and perhaps for "reasonable" upper and lower boUI¥3s.

Someone has to choose what is best and what is reasoDable. '1'0 make

such choices re:;ruires a bit of art and a lot of serious social scierK::e

scholarship concerning denografhic, econorni.c, and nanIOW& trends. '.

'!he nanager or other oonsurrer may not want a large set of alterna.te

projectims, but the projector should nonetheless have ti.rce am
resources to tI:y out alternatives, to make sensitivity tests, and to .....

prepare to defend judgrrents of "best" and "reasonable."certai.n

assunptions will prove to be less sure or reasonable than others, and

it should be the duty of the projector to identify these, rconitor'

trends and research, perhaps even oonduct researcil, and be prepared

to m:x1ify the standard projection or its bounds.

If the projection enterprise is taken at all seriously, the . -- .
professia1als engaged in ~ing the work will necessarily be using a '.

IretlDd of multiple alternatives. If this is the case, tnere is greater .. .

potential for a nore serious management and policy use of rmlltiple

alternatives. A projectial office should have th9 capacity to

nonitOr social indicators, to oonduct sensitivity tests, to tmdertake

SOIre original research and keep up with other research, to evaluate

past projecticns, to take titre to recognize interrelations anong

various o:mp:ment trerrls (for exanple, nortality and retirement

assunptions or educatial, age at marriage, and female labor force

participaticn), to advise oons\.lIOOr'S both inside and cutside labor of

their product, and to participate fully in scoolarly debate about

projecticns, asstmptions, and trends.

In the sciences the ability to predict the future is one of the

nost persuasive tests of the adequacy of knowledge. In the social'

sciences such a .test .often cannot be applied, but where it can be,

it is a ~rful .research tool. serious projections, grounded in

..,.

~ ..

j.
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weI1-forrmJ1ated extrapolatioos and carefully specified as~unpti.ons,

are a netixxl Qf basic as well as applie:1 research. If this utility

of projections is to be obtained, it is all the nore necessary for

projectioo to be a continoous scholarly enterprise. I have ccmnented

several tines in previous pages about neat slDttcuts talten by
, ,

projectors that yield seemingly plausible and intemC2ll1y consistent

projections but that leave the research scholar out in the cold.

I believe such slx>rtcuts are a false econonw, t:ending to keep

projection in the magical realm of forecasting and han'[Jering both

applied and basic uti1izatioo of projections.

A governrteltal office that produces a best projection or any

small set of projecti(~>ns for publicatiQl arx:l official dissemination .

is_1~~ly to be constraJ.t].ectl::oJ.i.ticaUy_ in_its_assumptionsabout the

<jenera1 state of the ecomnrr. I doubt if there is any'way to

rE!!Dve slX:h constraints fully, but an offi~ that is concerne:1 with

pZ'Oducing a broad array of projections soould have nore flexibility

in this regard than would an office assigne:1 to publish only a best

projection. M::>re gererally, 1 have suggested the need for a kind of

~reparedness p1amung ftmction, for consideration of l.n'l1ikely

alternatives such as a swine flu epidemic wi.:th nortality pat~

similar .~ those of 1918-19, and of less tmlikely but tmpalatable

alternatives such as an illegal net .i.mni.gration of approximately

the sane magnitude as natural increase. Only a relatively apolitical
, '

teclmical office charged with preparing niultiple alternative projections

'could l;egitimate slX:h activity. And only a well-staffed office with

reasonable resources could carry out such projections with the

cati:>inatioo of technical skill and imagiruitiqn necessary to make' them

Useful.

~ perspectives on sp;!Cific assurrptions made in the official

population and lal:or force ~ojections derive fran a backgro\II1C1 in

denography and sociolOC'JY. I have not considered rrany of tile issues

in labor force projections that concemthe ecorx:>rni.st. I have looked
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at certain derrograIiric influences on rranpower supply, without

considering caTPlexities such as the effects of business cycles on

discourage:i workers or tL"1.e effect of fenale ~loyment rates on

male enployrrent rates. A projecticn office in the DepartIrent of labor

carmot be so narrow. But the breadth of danands placed on' the

projecticn effort seems to call for nore skills and sclx>larship than

one person can comnand. '!he task of projecting compels attention

to intricacies of social systems that we are just beginning to

caTPrehend. '!he lone scholar is likely to be overwhelrced arrl c:x:npllled

to take shortcuts that detract fran the enterprise.

'lhe projection strategy of straightfox:ward extrapolation from

Past trends has pretty well died. Every m::xiem projector takes

various precautions to avoid the old errors of extrapolation beyond'
. .

any bourrls of reason. But if old trends IIUlSt be interpreted rather

than sinply plotted and future trends fitted into a concept of the

way the lJast flows into the future, there is an element of art required.

In a review of the Beale and Fuguitt (1976) analysis of the nE.W -

nan:rretrop:>litan populatiQ1 'trend, Hawley (1976) ccmnented:

This shift in trend••• is 000 of the many reminders •••of the
historical particularity of l1UJCh of our knowledge. M:>st of
what we have learned over the years about population rrovanents
in the United States describes a society in transition fran
agrarian to industrial and perhaps to post-industrial phases.
Consequently, one conp::>nent after another in that body of
knowledge has tended to becorre obsolete before it'has been
perfected.

Beale and Fuguitt (1976) put the case equally strongly: "The rules

of reference for our thinking about the residential distribution of

the population are changed just as surely as the events of the late

1940S shocked a reluctant denographic fraternity into ,a reappraisal

of the lX'ssibilities in fertility trends."

Projecting old trends to continue or accelerate or dampen, is

a task requirinSj great skill and technique. Discerning- with foresight
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rather than hi.fxlsight the. new trerrls as they are anerging out of

the old is ~ task requiring great skill, technique, and vision.

'l11erein lies the art and exciterrent of projections.
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